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A NOTE TO READERS

     Whether we like it or not, operating under the axiety and grief of 
COVID-19 has become our new normal. But all this anxiety and grief has 
allowed us to better adapt to the constantly changing landscape of our 
world, including seeing the world from new and different perspectives, 
and opening us up to conversations that were long overdue. One of the 
conversations that has made it into our “new normal” is the important 
conversation about diversity and inclusion. 

     Different perspectives add to our understanding of the world. With an 
explosion of social issues in art, poetry, and prose, it’s an exciting time to be 
part of the literary world as we move forward into a more hopeful, inclusive 
future. 

     We often describe Ponder Review’s aesthetic as “Southern eclectic.” We 
get our sense of eclectic from publishing stories, poetry, and art from every 
corner of the world. The “Southern” part, for us, comes from the natural 
world at the center of many pieces that work to simultaneously show family 
matters, relationships, politics, death, love, and the self in our ever-evolving 
world. In this issue alone, we feature poems like “the forest” by Cordelia 
Hanemann, “My Father’s Breath” by Linda Malnack, and “Rosemary” Brent 
Ameneyro which hold complex emotions toward the relationships between 
humanity and nature, as well as creative nonfiction like “My Southern” 
by Martha Graham Wiseman in which the author details the meanings 
of the strange words and phrases her Southern mother uses. This issue 
encapsulates all we hold dear at Ponder Review. 

     In Ponder Heart, the Eudora Welty novella that inspired the name 
for our beloved literary magazine, narrator Edna Earle Ponder uses a 
humorous, incredibly relatable voice to tell the story of her family and her 
small town. This story is reflective of our magazine’s compilation of strong 
voices and converging stories, creating a microcosm of art and literature, 
and a community that we hold dear. 

     At the end of the day, that is who we are and what we hope to foster here 
at Ponder Review: the real and ridiculous, funny and relatable, strong, 
diverse voices that impact our readers and each other. We hope that you 
find all of that in the following pages. 

     This issue is also special in another way. Within these pages, we feature 
the winner of our inaugural 10:4:TENN playwriting contest, Bryan 
Starchmann, as well as an exclusive interview conducted by Ponder’s own 
Melissa Goodnight. We are thankful to everyone who made our contest 
possible!

Sincerely, 

 The Editors
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TANYA E. E. E. SCHMID

BEYOND GRAVITY

The sky falls to my feet as I roll off the edge of the fishing boat, the 
diesel fumes and the voice of the captain cut short as my scuba tank 

hits the waves, and I submerge. I watch the choppy surface rise above me, 
a fine membrane between dimensions. Saltwater sneaks into my rubber 
mouthpiece, washing away the sour taste of being landlocked. I exhale hard 
and a thousand bubbles flee upward to where gravity reigns.

Releasing the last bit of air from my lungs, I sink into the belly of the sea. 
I turn onto my stomach and the current sweeps me into its arms, my useless 
flippers trailing behind me like rudders. I spot our scuba guide and the three 
other members of my group speeding along the underwater conveyor belt. 
They are far ahead, black squiggles suspended for a moment as they turn to 
locate me.

The guide motions for me to catch up. My legs want to kick, but the 
signal from my brain disappears into the black hole of my spinal cord injury. 
The current presses my arms to my sides, so I undulate my upper body 
like a mermaid. Seawater strokes my face and breasts with invisible hands, 
welcoming me like a soulmate. Its caresses ease a bone-deep pain as my 
spine lengthens and my cramped muscles sigh. It tells me I should never 
leave.

I draw closer to the others, but they remain out of reach. They spurt 
ahead of me again and again. We’ll leave you behind, their words, unspoken. 
Hurry, hurry. But we all know I’ll never catch up. It’s all I can do to follow in 
their wake. Leave her here! my saltwater friend calls to them. I will care for 
her like you never could. 

The angled shadows kick their flippers at me. I want to break from the 
current and disappear into the deep blue, forever free of the earth’s pull.

But then we reach the wreck. Once a ship, buoyant and lively, it now sits 
knee-deep in the ocean graveyard, its rusty metal blooming with wild pinks 
and oranges. On the shore, corals become pale skeletons that crumble to 
sand. Here, in the ocean’s embrace, they are living, pulsing animals. Entire 
cities take refuge in their iron host, revitalizing it, making it more beautiful 
in death than it ever was in life. I want to linger, but the current drives me 
onward.

Spit out the mouthpiece, swallow the blue, sink into numbing darkness. 
Then up ahead, a flock of mantas! A dozen twirling dancers flap and 
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dive in a silent ballet. They cannot fall. I float past them, carried, too, by the 
unconditional support of the sea. The Earth’s air is too thin, too weak to lift 
us up. On the surface, we sweat and toil under the burden of being. Should I 
stay? I ask my deep-blue lover.

In answer, a sea turtle swims towards me, a leather-backed dinosaur out 
for a Sunday paddle. Its age-old eyes calm my surprise. We pirouette slowly 
towards the surface, wrapped in a cloak of bubbles. 

Twenty feet beneath the waves, I relinquish my prince to remain at the 
safety stop. I hover for three minutes to release surplus nitrogen from my 
bloodstream before returning to the realm of gravity. Ascend too quickly 
and bubbles can rupture small structures in the lungs, making it difficult to 
breathe. 

But that’s what happens to me at every safety stop. The longer I wait, the 
more breathless I feel as I remember what lies above.

When I can no longer stand it, I rise to the surface. Above the membrane, 
the ink blots have taken form. They stare down from the boat as if I were a 
wet dog trying to scratch my way up the sides. They help me over the edge. 
My flaccid legs bounce rubbery and useless on the deck. It takes three people 
to get me out of my wetsuit and two more to help me into my wheelchair. 
Gravity once again pins me to my seat. But I can still taste the salt on my lips.
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MARK HURTUBISE

SISTERS
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SELENE’S REFLECTION
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NATHANAEL O’REILLY

JULY EVENING

  after Patrick Kavanagh

Leave Stradeen in the late afternoon, walk
north past Kelly’s to the Inniskeen road.
Step northeast between hedgerows, walls and fields
towards Inniskeen, breathless with desire,
cross the invisible border between
Monaghan and Louth, cross back a quarter
mile later, pass the GAA pitches
and Mary Mother of Mercy. Press on
to Deery’s Terrace, the playground, Duffy’s,
Riverside, Saint Daigh’s, through the village past
Sean’s to the Patrick Kavanagh Centre
and meet Bernadette as she locks the doors.
Stroll hand in hand through the blooming evening
catching light dancing in her auburn hair.
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LAURA KING

HERE

There’s a denim sky tonight
and we wear comfortable shoes
in California air warmed by honeyed sun,
the scent of jasmine, a linen scarf.

We share a pizza. A cup of wine,
the way they serve it in the evening
on the piazza in some serene Italian town,
Ravenna, perhaps,
and sit under our olive tree, its tiny flowers like stars
that fall on the patio; its ten thousand sage-colored leaves
a sea of fishes above us.

 We never had time for eye contact.

 Walking on nails, constrained
 by silk strands, lured by lights
 and the promise of jets—
 fast and faster we packed our days
 stuffing one more item in our carry-ons
 shouldering through concourses, wheeling our way
 to the tarmac to get to the next place
 and lived life busy as these hummingbirds 
 with their thousand-flower-days
 we never understood
 easy.

Those experiences are memories now;
small boats in the harbor that sway sounds
in gentle waves, and we’re glad for their mooring,

but easy, this—
the dogs sleep in the dust,

we talk, hold hands, admire the quiet evening
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with our jeaned legs up on chairs, kick back.

In a cloudless summer sky, contrails stretch
in long lines, east and north.
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LAWRENCE F. FARRAR

A SINGLE LOOP TRAIN

When I was a kid, every year Smiley’s Auto Repair displayed an electric 
train in its holiday window. The layout consisted of a single loop 

track, a mirror lake, two or three little houses, and artificial snow. A black 
engine pulled three freight cars and a caboose. Round and round it went, its 
operation spellbinding to a kid who wanted nothing more than a train of his 
own. Pretty elementary, but it kept me glued to the window, starting when 
I was six or seven. Each year I hoped Santa might bring me a train; just a 
simple one would be fine. But Santa never delivered. When I got a bit older, 
I asked my parents for a train at birthdays and at Christmas. But the answer 
never varied—too expensive. Maybe next year. It seemed a derelict hope.

Each holiday season, I lingered outside Smiley’s window and monitored 
the train. And then, when I was fourteen, a Lionel train finally appeared 
under our little tree. It was a simple O-27 Gauge track with a dozen or so 
straight and curved sections of three rail track. Like the train in the window, 
it had an engine, three freight cars, and a caboose. A transformer plugged 
into the wall, and wires carried power through a clip onto the track. 

Contemplating the train and the tree and listening to Christmas music 
on the radio confirmed my imagined notion of what Christmas should be 
like, at least as depicted on the little black and white television set someone 
had given us. To be honest, however, the time had passed when the train 
could generate much enthusiasm or gratitude. I was too old. It had come too 
late. Still, I had the train and my parents felt good; they’d fulfilled my long-
standing wish. 

Christmas Eve arrived cold, crisp, and clear. I’d just finished setting up 
the track on our linoleum floor, ready to give the train its first run, when there 
came a pounding on the front door. “Merry Christmas. Anybody home?” The 
booming voice belonged to Jim McCarthy, the foreman of the line crew, and 
my dad’s boss. When my dad opened the door, Jim surged into the living 
room, tossed off his jacket, and plunked down on our two-cushion sofa.

Jim was a big man, broad-shouldered, large-nosed and red-faced. He 
filled the room with his presence. He had on a shirt with two or three buttons 
undone and a red tie that had gone askew. His liquor-laden breath made you 
want to take cover.

“Wearing my tie for church, you know,” he said and surrendered himself 
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to a rolling belch. He’d launched his holiday celebration with an extended 
visit to the local Legion Club. 

He was smiling a lot as he sat there; maybe grinning better describes it. 
“You got anything to drink?” he asked. “I could sure use a snort.”

My mother’s whispered comment summed up the obvious. “He’s really 
drunk.” She looked at my dad. He nodded. 

“I think there’s some Old Crow on the shelf over the sink.” 
“Now, that’s just what I needed,” Jim said. He ignored the proffered 

glass and took a gurgling swig from the bottle. “Just dropped in to say Merry 
Christmas. Then, I’ll be on my way.” He took another swig. My mother 
looked worried. Word was, when he was drinking, Jim could go from happy 
to mean at one fell swoop.

Just then, through the dazzle of intoxication, he spotted the train. “Well, 
what do you know, a Lionel train?”

Ungainly in his moves, he stood up, and then dropped to his knees next 
to the track. He manipulated the transformer handle, and the train began its 
obligatory run. Jim said nothing. He seemed mesmerized by the train as it 
completed one circuit after another. This went on for five minutes. During 
that time, he mostly mumbled to himself. “Why’s the caboose always red?” 
We no longer seemed to exist for him. At one point, the train careened off the 
track. Jim fumbled trying to put it back, but he seemed equipped only with 
calloused thumbs. His swearing drove my mother from the room. My dad 
quickly put the train back. It resumed its run. Engineer Jim again monitored 
its travel with fascination.

“It’s a Lionel,” he said. “Damned if isn’t a Lionel.” Then to nobody in 
particular, he added, “That’s the best one, you know.” Was he bleary-eyed or 
teary-eyed. It was hard to tell?

I whispered, “Dad, it’s my train. I haven’t even had a turn.” I suppose I 
sounded whiny.

“Shut up,” was all the consolation I received.
This situation persisted for another ten minutes. Then, when the train 

jumped the track a second time, Jim struggled to his feet. To say he was 
unsteady is an understatement. 

“Well, folks I’ve gotta go. Cab’s waiting,” he said. He swayed. “Where’s 
my coat? Gotta have a coat.” 

My dad held the coat for him, but Jim couldn’t get his arms in the sleeves. 
Then came the worst of it, he staggered two or three steps and toppled over. 
His boot crushed the caboose, and as he landed, he destroyed the freight and 
gondola cars. The track was twisted and broken in several places.

It took both my parents, one on each arm, to steer him out the door and 
into a waiting taxi. 

The train was wrecked. “Why did he have to do that?” I said. “I’ve waited 
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a long time, and he spoiled everything.”
My dad surveyed the wreckage and said to me, “You know, I think he’s 

waited a lot longer than you.” That’s all he said.
We put the train in a box. Later, my mother delivered it to a neighbor 

who said he would repair it and give it to his boy. He said it reminded him of 
the one in Smiley’s show window.
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RODDY WILLIAMS

CABBELL STREET

The city wrapped in evening wear
tosses turns
as traffic hisses through arteries
metal corpuscles in the not dark
spraytanned briefly by streetlight constellations

I creep my way home
littered with the carrythings in a minor vein

Long clouds are on fleek
sharksharp edged
backlit by the halfblacked moon
I dawdle in wonder
at capering leaves which dawn the truth
as rats 
archback silhouette waltzing
with their own reflections

Lampcolumns wash highlights
reduce faces to two tone linoprints
boundaries shifting as beams
sweep over promontories
in a stop motion movie of 
light over passing moons

and everywhere the cranes

arms held high in still harmony
nonchalantly airing
the fierce scarlet tips of
their cigarettes
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DANIEL EDWARD MOORE

SLEEP THUG

Clearly, I am not a dreamy man. 
Even though daily the Island’s zombies 
stumble through my door, bloodshot, half baked, 
and driven by delusion’s caffeinated despair 
that I have more power than a mocha’s hot foam, 
more wires to attach to their brain’s bitter waves 
cresting at midnight as the video plays 
what sounds like a chainsaw in the forest of their nose, 
what feels like nightly domestic abuse 
in the terrorized throat of a sleepless town. 
Trusting, as they do my diagnostic sermon, 
I am careful not to make an idol of exhaustion. 
There are already too many sins to be blamed 
for why they have trouble closing their eyes, 
for why the heart’s innocent steps sound like
a sleep thug each morning.
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GJ GILLESPIE

CAROUSEL OF TIME
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THE GIRL FROM IPANEMA
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ODYSSEUS
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CRY ME A RIVER
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FRESCO
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L. P. PATTERSON

AIRING THE LANTERNS

Airing the lanterns / where they
might have been meant to be / there
is a light in everything / a little
difficulties for sources / I awake
above and alive the city / last birds
having hazingsed the clouds awayed
burn / there / is no worries / a slow
line of lime trees / talked the afternoon
I’m discovering the last day we meet
for coffee / or other / parabola,
Connemara, an oldest coast / by the
my conscious flame / old
rehabilitationed / plottings / daybreak
since they have were wondering /
beneath a wild sky / cove is an old / a-
saying / winding a pleasant county 
conditions of house-flares-flowers 
blue and green / or the way towards 
through to where you are / traveling 
goes the northernmost / a stage from
nowhere onshore wind is / the day
jar / seas containing / have deltaed
and gamma / marvelous / frozen
ships lifting from cold bed / close to
us on the open field’s plot of light 
enclosinged there is an always 
arriving futures cityed / by the by 
years heard by patience / through
Thursday at Sunday / nights made
northern / hemispheresed and
hemistitched / in shapes as many / a
beneath by the threshold is /
marvelous match flares / time folded
like / Rome / Ireland / a way that
continued / or the other / Marvelous 
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storm of one / daybreak / causal and
to the of persons / found follow any 
further in the morning for you / rilling
names in shallow ocean waters 
name of the river / is calls to telling
there / heres of the world / or so we
might / liberate / called is
embankment of near / through is
effulgent / by song that / carriers in
found name / a right inundations / for
quills / asphodels / a little closer 
than living / century / to meet us at
the found marvelous / silhouette
soloists / by song that / balance 
genera rover by the valley / there
daybreak is ebbs away / there
through / through wild sky and what a
persons / daybreak they have / have
the while / made / there a way
through
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ANNIE PRZYPYSZNY

THE UNBEAUTIFUL WOMAN’S ENTREATY TO THE MAN 
WHO DOESN’T LOVE HER YET

If you liken me to something, 
make it something useful, 
that makes your life easier 
to live; call me 

a paperclip to keep your ink-heavy pages 
in place with my small embrace; call me 
an unobtrusive housecat, 
the kind that lets you trim its claws

without fussing, and thrums
a white-noise purr to help you sleep; say 
I’m a lantern during a blackout, 
or a hook to hang your coat on; say

I’m a calendar to guide you through
the days, or insoles to pad each step
you take, each step you take; tell me
I’m an umbrella, the retractable kind

that isn’t a burden to carry, 
and when you’re bored, say
I’m a crossword puzzle, one that’s easy enough
to solve, but hard enough that you feel proud

to have solved it;
tell me I’m an oar;
I’m a sturdy boat;
I’m a smooth path of water.

If it feels ingenuine to call me 
effulgent, call me effective;
If it feels wrong to say 
I’m pretty, say I’m pretty good.
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PAUL SMITH

CROSS MY HEART AND HOPE TO DIE

Mom says once more around the park. She means me on my bike and 
she’s saying it lightly and with a smile, and her voice lifted up like it’s 

something I want to do. The first two times were okay, what with the lake 
and boathouse, the Ramble, Pilgrim Hill and the sled dog statue. But it’s 
cold, and those handlebars are like ice.
     Mom doesn’t seem to notice. She says she hasn’t finished her cigarette 
yet, and she can’t be smoking in the house, now can she? That just makes 
dad mad—so mad he breaks plates and then the cups. But even though 
mom’s holding a lit cigarette, I know that’s not it.

She promises me a cup of hot chocolate when we get home, steaming 
and with sweet marshmallows on top. Mom’s calling me ‘sugar’ and she’s 
almost pleading for me to go around one more time, just one more, and not 
to make a fuss about it when I do. I know that mom’s waiting for someone. 
I saw her looking at her watch before, checking it and holding it to her ear 
in case it was stopped, and then checking again. Her eyes keep wandering 
over to where 65th Street comes into the park, and looking at the faces of all 
the people showing up. I know who it is. She’s waiting for a man called Pete.

“Why?” I asked her.
They meet pretty often and mom’s face gets all lit up when she sees him. 

It’s never like that any other time. Not even when dad is OK and he’s kissing 
her and saying she looks pretty as pie. Mom is laughing and telling dad no, 
and not sounding like she really means no. Even then is not she lit up like 
she is when she sees Pete.

I’m not supposed to tell. It’s our secret, she says, and we don’t want dad 
to be breaking things again do we—mirrors and milk bottles and glasses. 
Mom puts one finger across my lips, like she’s taking a kiss from me, and I 
say I won’t tell and I promise. Cross my heart and hope to die, stick a needle 
in my eye. No, no one. Not about them kissing, Pete and my mom, and 
dancing to music at the Bandshell in summer.

Those marshmallows sound pretty good, so I nod when mom says once 
more around the park, and I hold back what I’m feeling in my icy fingers. I 
say okay to mom, okay. She thanks me with kisses and smiles. She looks at 
her watch once more and then back to 65th Street, looking a little lost when 
she does. Then she snuffs out her cigarette on the railing around where they 
have the penguins. One last puff of smoke goes up as she shakes her head.

“Men,” she says.
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SANDRA HOSKING

DRESSING IN THE DARK

CHARACTERS:

ASHLEY: FEMALE, 20S, A DRESSING ROOM ATTENDANT

CONNIE: FEMLE, 30S, A SHOPPER

MRS. BENSON: FEMALE, 60S, ANOTHER SHOPPER

SETTING: A dressing room at a department store.

AT RISE: A dressing room attendant straightens clothes. CONNIE enters 
with clothing to try on.

ASHLEY: Hello.

CONNIE: Hi, how’re you?

ASHLEY: How many?

CONNIE: Four.

ASHLEY: One, two, three, four. Go on ahead.

 (BENSON ENTERS WITH CLOTHES, LOOKING AROUND.)

CONNIE: Thank you.

ASHLEY: Good luck.

 (CONNIE LEAVES. TO BENSON:) Hello. Would you like a room?

MRS. BENSON: Yes.

ASHLEY: How many?

MRS. BENSON: Eight, I think.

ASHLEY: The limit is six. I’ll hold the other two for you.

MRS. BENSON: What a hassle. Two little outfits.

 (BENSON STARTS TO GO INTO THE DRESSING ROOM.)

ASHLEY: Good luck.

MRS. BENSON: What did you say?

ASHLEY: I said, good luck.
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MRS. BENSON: Good luck. As in good luck trying to find an outfit that looks 
good on me? You saying I’m fat? Unattractive?

ASHLEY: No, I—

MRS. BENSON: That’s a really odd thing to say to someone. You might as 
well say, “Good luck, you’re gonna need it.”

ASHLEY: It’s just a saying.

MRS. BENSON: A thoughtless saying.

 (CONNIE ENTERS.)

ASHLEY (TO CONNIE): Any luck?

CONNIE: No, I’m afraid not. Put these back for me please.

MRS. BENSON: There she goes.

CONNIE: What?

MRS. BENSON (MOCKING): Any luck? Aren’t you offended by that?

CONNIE: I hadn’t thought about it.

MRS. BENSON: Did you need luck?

CONNIE (LAUGHS): Sometimes I do.

ASHLEY: I didn’t mean anything by it.

CONNIE: It’s just a saying.

MRS. BENSON: Perhaps I should have a chat with your manager.

CONNIE: Is that really necessary?

ASHLEY: What am I supposed to say? Have fun? Enjoy? Bon Appetit?

MRS. BENSON: Oh, she’s a smart one.

 (TO CONNIE): What’s your name?

CONNIE: Connie. Can I help you with something?

MRS. BENSON: Why would I need your help?

CONNIE: Well, you’re picking on a girl who barely makes enough money to 
buy a cheeseburger.

MRS. BENSON: I’m the customer.

CONNIE: Of course you are. But I could hear you in the dressing room.

MRS. BENSON: It’s not polite to eavesdrop. I hope the dressing rooms are 
clean. I don’t like it when hangers and tags are lying about.

 (SHE EXITS TO THE DRESSING ROOM.)
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ASHLEY: What a witch.

CONNIE: I know. I’m sorry.

 (THE LIGHTS GO OUT. EMERGENCY LIGHTS CAN BE SEEN.)

ASHLEY: Damn.

CONNIE: What’s going on?

ASHLEY: Power outage.

CONNIE: Should we leave?

ASHLEY: This has happened before. Just stay where you are and wait a few 
minutes.

ANNOUNCER V.O.: Hello, folks. We’ve had a power outage. Please place 
your merchandise on the floor and exit the building. Again, please put your 
items on the floor and exit.

CONNIE: Where is the exit? It’s so dark.

ASHLEY: Your eyes should adjust in a minute.

MRS. BENSON (FROM OFF): Hello? Anybody out there?

CONNIE: We’re still here.

MRS. BENSON: Can somebody help me please?

CONNIE: Be right there.

(SHE STARTS TO EXIT TO THE DRESSING ROOM, BUT ASHLEY 
STOPS HER.)

ASHLEY: It’s okay, I’ll get her.

(ASHLEY LEAVES THEN LEADS BENSON ONTO THE STAGE. 
BENSON IS MISMATCHED. NO SHOES.)

MRS. BENSON: I can’t see a thing.

ASHLEY: You’re almost there.

 (BENSON ACCIDENTALLY RUNS INTO SOMETHING.)

MRS. BENSON: Ouch! Watch it!

ASHLEY: Sorry.

CONNIE: Right here.

ASHLEY: Did you have any luck?

MRS. BENSON: No. The lights went out. Where are my shoes? I think 
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they’re still in there.

ASHLEY: I’m sorry but the manager says we’re supposed to leave everything 
and exit.

MRS. BENSON: Where is the exit?

(BENSON HAS HER HANDS OUT IN FRONT AND RUNS INTO 
CONNIE, PLACING HER HANDS ALL OVER HER.)

CONNIE: I think you’ve found me.

MRS. BENSON: Where’s the girl?

ASHLEY: Here.

MRS. BENSON: My shoes had better be where I left them. Don’t let me go, 
please, um …

CONNIE: Connie. Don’t worry. You’re shaking.

MRS. BENSON: The dark is … unsettling.

ASHLEY: I love it. I’m getting a whole new perspective. Do you know that 
when one of your senses is cut off, the rest of them compensate? That’s why 
blind people have such good hearing. 

CONNIE: I can hear the both of you breathing. And someone coughing 
across the store.

MRS. BENSON: I can’t hear a damn thing, but I smell peppermint.

CONNIE: That’s my lotion.

MRS. BENSON: How about that? My daughter wears peppermint lotion.

CONNIE: Oh, look. I think I see the exit.

ASHLEY: No, those are just mirrors.

MRS. BENSON: That’s it. You don’t know where you’re going. I’m not taking 
another step.

ASHLEY: You would rather sit here in the dark?

MRS. BENSON: It’s better than wandering around trying to find a door 
when we have no clue where it is. 

CONNIE: I think we’re in jackets. I smell leather.

ASHLEY: I smell it too.

CONNIE: Mrs. Benson is right. Let’s take a break.

ASHLEY: I’ll be right back.

 (SHE LEAVES.)
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MRS. BENSON: Where is she going? Girl? Where did she go?

CONNIE: I don’t know. I’m sure she’ll be back. Why don’t you relax.

MRS. BENSON: Did anyone ever tell you that you’re patronizing as hell? 
What if I died right here in this store? Yours would be the last face I see or 
didn’t see as the case may be.

CONNIE: Imagine my situation.

MRS. BENSON: Very funny.

CONNIE: Anyway, we are not going to die in the middle of Crandall’s 
Department Store. It’s simply a blackout. Not the end of the world.

MRS. BENSON: You sound like someone I know. (PAUSE) I used to bring 
my children here. I’d give them each a penny to throw in the fountain.

CONNIE: My mother used to bring me here when I was little. I especially 
loved it at Christmastime with all the decorations, the music. I used to make 
wishes at the fountain just in case Santa didn’t get my letter.

 (A FLASHLIGHT BEAMS.)

MRS. BENSON: What’s that? Who’s there?

 (ASHLEY ENTERS.)

CONNIE: You found a flashlight.

ASHLEY: I remembered there was one under the dressing room counter. I 
don’t know why I didn’t think of it before.

MRS. BENSON: I can think of a reason.

ASHLEY: You know, I’ve had about enough of your … Just because you’re 
the customer doesn’t give you the right to be a—

CONNIE: Difficult.

MRS. BENSON: Someone’s feeling her oats.

ASHLEY: I’m leaving. If you want out, follow me.

(SHE LEAVES.)

CONNIE: Come on.

MRS. BENSON: I like it here.

CONNIE: Do you always do this?

MRS. BENSON: What?

CONNIE: I have half a mind to let you sit this one out alone.
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MRS. BENSON: You wouldn’t.

CONNIE: I would.

 (SHE MOVES AWAY.)

MRS. BENSON: Connie? You there? (NERVOUS) Connie?

CONNIE: I’m still here.

MRS. BENSON: I knew it. You’re too nice to leave me. You say I drive people 
away but you always stay. At least I don’t have to put up with people I don’t 
like very long. You’re stuck with whomever you’re with at the moment. Right 
now, it’s me. Aren’t you lucky?

CONNIE: You’re right. That is an impertinent question.

MRS. BENSON: I think I’m ready to move again. Would you be a dear and 
help me? (CONNIE HELPS HER.) Thank you.

(THE LIGHTS FLICKER AND COME BACK ON. CONNIE NOTICES 
BENSON’S DISHEVELED CLOTHES.)

CONNIE: Hey, lights!

MRS. BENSON: Oh dear. I seem to be out of sorts.

CONNIE: Let me help you with that.

MRS. BENSON: What happened to that other one?

CONNIE: She left.

MRS. BENSON: Well, goodbye.

 (STARTS TO EXIT.)

CONNIE: Don’t you want to go back to the dressing room and get your shoes?

MRS. BENSON: Oh, right. How silly of me. Where is it? It’s so bright in here. 
I can’t see a thing.

CONNIE: This way.

MRS. BENSON: Did you find what you were looking for today?

CONNIE: Not really. Shopping with my mother. She doesn’t get out much 
anymore. She’s a bit senile.

MRS. BENSON: Oh, how sad. I hope she didn’t get lost in the dark.

 (LIGHTS FADE.)
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K.L. JOHNSTON

TAKING UP THE GROCERIES
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AS ABOVE SO BELOW
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MICHAEL ANSARA

BEECH LEAVES I

Old beech leaves, winter-bleached white,
flutter; flags,

markers of the fall. 
My mind twists everything

these days. I cannot forget

the raw hole we dug in the dark,
moist ground

for the old horse, thirty-one 
and failing. Her time had come,

we said. She had a good life.
She was so very old, we said. 

She was dying slowly, 
each labored breath 

A forced shudder of flank and belly.
Thinking ourselves merciful,

we killed her. 
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BEECH LEAVES II

In that crevice instant, 
between light and night,
waking and sleep,
I would have felt a singing
in the veins, surging 
to bud-burst in the brain.

For months, leaves hung
unshed, papery, skeletal, 
translucent Buddhist flag-
white until green twirls unfurl,
the lucent lime of renewal.
Electric raspberry-red azaleas flame.
Lilies of the valley perfume the yard. 
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CREATIVE NONFICTION

THELMA ZIRKELBACH

ELEMENTAL MUSINGS

Centuries before the periodic table, Empedocles, a Greek philosopher, 
posited four states of matter: earth, air, fire, and water. We now know 

that each of these four is made of multiple elements which are made of atoms, 
which consist of protons, neutrons, and electrons. The first two are made of 
quarks, which scientists speculate may contain preons, such infinitesimal 
bits that they haven’t yet been observed.

EARTH

Earth is our planet, a speck in a universe ten billion light years old and 
past which we cannot see. But beyond our observable universe lie other 
universes, stretching to infinity. Are beings like us somewhere in one of 
those universes beyond our ability to see even with our strongest telescopes? 
The Fermi paradox suggests that there are such beings even though we have 
no evidence that this is so. And if there are beings out there, observable or 
not, who are they? What are they? Concrete thinkers imagine arms, legs, 
heads, eyes, as if residents of far distant worlds would have evolved the same 
way homo sapiens have.

In an episode of “The Twilight Zone,” a woman somewhere in the 
universe has undergone plastic surgery to repair her face so she can look 
like those who live around her. At the episode’s climax, her bandages come 
off; we hear the surgeon’s gasp and see his hands giving her a mirror. She is 
beautiful—movie star beautiful—but she breaks into anguished sobs. We see 
her leaving the hospital. As she walks down the hall hanging her head, we see 
others’ shocked faces—hideous, misshapen faces—but in her world they are 
the norm. They are “beautiful.” Slowly, she walks away. Beauty in the eye of 
the beholder or the culture or the universe.

Earth is not only our home, but also the ground beneath us. My husband 
has been deep in the ground for fifteen years, enclosed in a boxlike coffin in 
a hole dug in the earth and then shoveled over. Death is our destiny whether 
our bodies are placed in a coffin or the ashes that used to be us are housed 
in an urn on someone’s mantel. Earth you are, and to earth you shall return.
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AIR

“And God formed man of the dust of the ground and breathed into his 
nostrils the breath of life and man became a living soul.” Genesis 2:7. From a 
baby’s first cry as its lungs fill with air, to our last breaths, we are immersed 
in a gigantic bubble of air.

My friend died last year. She went to the hospital for severe abdominal 
pain. During an endoscopy she aspirated, then her lungs collapsed, and she 
was put on a ventilator. After a week, the family had to make an unbearable 
decision: leave her on the ventilator for the rest of her days, or take her off 
and let her go. 

When I met her, she was newly widowed. I remember the day she needed 
to take her car in for repair. She was scared. Her hands trembled. How could 
she go alone? But she did, and over the years she adjusted, entered what I 
call The World of Re: re-flect, re-invent, re-frame, re-vive, re-emerge. She 
returned to the person she must have been while her husband was alive: 
vivacious, generous, a little bossy, eager to learn and engage with the world. 
She enrolled in classes on Judaism, took up mah-Jongg, ate lunch often at 
La Madeleine, always with a chocolate éclair for dessert, visited Israel for 
the first time. When the pain began, she endured it as long as she could, then 
began the process that led to her death. I wonder what she was thinking as 
she lay in the ICU, surrounded by unfamiliar faces, listening to the beeps 
and chirps of the machines keeping her alive, but not really living. What did 
she want to say in her final hours, this loquacious lady who had regaled us 
with stories of her life as a Holocaust survivor, whose commanding “Rack 
it!” reminded us to place our Mah Jongg tiles correctly and who never failed 
to insist everyone remain at a restaurant table until she finished her coffee, 
but who now could no longer communicate her thoughts through the air? 
Her family knew she would never consent to endless breathing through a 
ventilator, and so they gathered around her as the machine was removed. 
Within an hour, she was dead. There was no funeral, no celebration of a 
mother, grandmother, great grandmother, friend because the coronavirus, 
which is transmitted through air, had imprisoned us all.

FIRE

Firefly, firecracker, fire opal, fire dragon, fire of Heaven, fires of Hell. 
First controlled by homo erectus over one and a half million years ago, 

fire was a provider of warmth in the cold and light in the darkness, protector 
from predators, enabler of cooking. Fire was one of the greatest technological 
advances of human history.

Fire is a source for good, but fire is also a destroyer: relentless, ravenous, 
insatiable. The sound of fire is a sizzle, a crackle, a snarl, a chortle. The feel 
of fire is searing, scorching and then, once it has destroyed nerve endings, no 
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feeling at all. The smell of fire comes later, the odor of charred skin. I have an 
intimate acquaintance with fire from inside and out. Inside, fire surrounds, 
imprisoning me in its center, hissing as it gorges on skin, chasing me as I 
run, run, run, refusing to let me escape. Outside, the room blurs as a primal 
instinct forces me to flee, as other screams blend with mine, and when I stop 
because there’s nowhere else to go, someone slams me to the floor, rolls me 
in a blanket and puts the fire out. The treatment for burns is brutal, but it 
works, and I survive. Perhaps the scalding purified me, perhaps not. 

The fire has long been gone, but it has never quite vanished. It remains 
in scars on my back and legs and in my fear of fire alarms and fire. 

WATER

Seventy-one percent of the earth is water and over ninety-six percent of 
that is salt water. The human body is sixty percent water with the greatest 
amount found in the brain, heart, and lungs. “Water, water everywhere and 
not a drop to drink,” says Coleridge’s “Ancient Mariner.”

Greater Houston is crisscrossed by four slow moving, marshy bayous: 
Buffalo Bayou, the largest, runs fifty-three miles. Because bayous are narrow, 
they overflow quickly in rainy weather, and make Houston the most flood-
prone city in the country. 

I’ve lived through many of the destructive storms but missed Ike. I was 
in Istanbul and learned about the flood on TV. By the time Harvey decimated 
the city, I was living in a high rise across the street from Brays Bayou, and 
I watched the rising water from my fourth floor window. My car got wet 
enough to require four thousand dollars of repairs. I got the dealer’s last 
rental car, a Nissan Sentra with roll down windows that I hadn’t seen in so 
long I’d forgotten how they worked.

When I was a child, I was afraid of water. I didn’t learn to swim until I 
was ten. I was afraid to jump into the deep end of the pool. When I had to do 
this to pass a required college swim course, I stood frozen on the edge of the 
pool. Finally, the instructor ordered, “Jump!” I couldn’t. “You need to see a 
psychiatrist,” she growled. I jumped.

The last month I was in John Sealy Hospital for burn treatment, I went 
to the “tank” every morning to be immersed in a bath of swirling water and 
Dreft detergent which dried the skin. I loved the tank. It felt like a sauna, 
not that I’d ever been in a sauna, but that’s what I imagined. After the bath 
came the part I dreaded. Back upstairs in the women’s burn ward, Emma, a 
pretty young nurse, would use a tweezer-like instrument to pick bits of dead 
skin from my burned back and legs. As she worked, she always hummed to 
herself, ignoring my tears and my pleas for her to finish.

I remember two things about my trips to the tank: 
Because I was lying prone on a stretcher, I couldn’t see the tank, and I 
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imagined it was huge, big enough to take up most of the room. Years later, I 
saw a burn tank. It was smaller than a standard bathtub. I was disappointed.

The patient whose session was before mine was a well-known athlete 
who was suffering from cancer. She had a loud, deep voice and an impressive 
vocabulary of curses. 

After I recovered from my burns, I wrote a thank you letter to Proctor 
and Gamble, the manufacturer of Dreft detergent, but I didn’t become a 
Dreft fan. Whenever I glimpsed that box on a grocery shelf, I averted my 
eyes. It brought back too many memories. 

EPILOGUE

Earth, air, fire, water: none sufficient for life but each necessary. 
Warmed by fire, sustained by air and water, surrounded by Earth’s 

beauty and nourished by her bounty, we are but specks shackled to our tiny 
planet in a universe so vast it defies imagination. Yet we are sentient beings, 
aware of our finite lives and striving to make them meaningful before our 
time runs out and we retire to earth’s welcoming embrace.
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CHRISTIAN MCCULLOCH

JUNGLE PLACE
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10:4:TENN PLAYWRITING CONTEST 2021 WINNER

BRYAN STARCHMAN

SHE’S DEAD TO ME

CHARACTERS

SHERIFF DAVIS: ADULT MALE, MID-60S

OWEN DAWSON: ADULT MALE, 35

SETTING: A sheriff’s office in the small Southern Texas town of Atomic 
Falls.

(LIGHTS UP ON THE ATOMIC FALLS SHERIFF’S OFFICE. A TRIO 
OF ANTLERS AND A TAXIDERMY FISH DECORATE ONE OF THE 
WOOD PANELED WALLS. THERE IS A LARGE GREEN METAL 
DESK WITH A MATCHING METAL CHAIR AND A FADED NAME 
PLATE READING SHERIFF DAVIS. TWO WOODEN CHAIRS FACE 
THE DESK.)

(SHERIFF DAVIS SITS AT THE DESK CRACKING WALNUTS. 
HE IS TIRED. WORN OUT BY LIFE AND BY SEEING PEOPLE 
ON THEIR ABSOLUTE WORST DAYS. HIS RED-RIMMED EYES 
BETRAY HIS NIGHTLY DRINKING AND HE STRUGGLES TO GET 
UP OUT OF HIS CHAIR, SO HE USUALLY SITS AND GREETS HIS 
VISITORS WITH A WAVE OF THE HAND, EXCEPT FOR WHEN A 
WOMAN ENTERS. THEN HE STANDS.)

(ACROSS FROM SHERIFF DAVIS IS OWEN DAWSON. A PALE, 
SICKLY LOOKING MAN WITH DUST COLORED HAIR AND 
PREMATURE CROW’S FEET AROUND HIS EYES. HE IS ONLY 
THIRTY, BUT IT’S A HARD THIRTY. HE CARRIES THE WEIGHT 
OF THE WORLD ON HIS SHOULDERS AND LOOKS DEFEATED.)

DAVIS: Nut?

OWEN: No. No thank you, Sheriff.

DAVIS: How’s Annie?

OWEN: Good. (beat) Well, as good as can be expected. 

DAVIS: Right. (chewing) Right. (cracks another nut) And the new baby?
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OWEN: He’s growing.

DAVIS (HESITATES, SEARCHES OWEN’S FACE AND THEN ASKS): And 
Lily?

OWEN (STRUGGLES WITH THIS ONE): She’s fine. Just...fine.

DAVIS: Helluva thing.

OWEN: That it is. That it certainly is.

DAVIS: So why did you come to see me this evening, Owen?

OWEN: It’s been a week.

DAVIS: That’s right. Found her out there in the woods a week ago tonight.

OWEN: And she still isn’t talking. Or eating.

DAVIS: The social worker said it might take some time.

OWEN: She doesn’t seem to listen either.

DAVIS: You think she’s gone deaf?

OWEN: No. No, she responds to sound. She hears, she’s just not listening.

DAVIS: Well. I don’t know what to tell you, Owen. You got your daughter 
back. None of us expected that. I mean... (beat, the gravity of the situation 
is hard to ignore) ...after six years. 

OWEN: I know. I know. We...had moved on.

DAVIS: And I’m sure it has been quite a shock to you both. A new baby and 
all, but this is a miracle.

OWEN (UNCONVINCING): The Lord is good.

DAVIS: Yes he is. (beat) And sometimes, he can be a mean sonofabitch.

(DAVIS CRACKS ANOTHER WALNUT. POPS THE MEAT IN 
HIS MOUTH. HE LOOKS AT OWEN AND OWEN IS STARING 
THROUGH HIM.)

(DAVIS OPENS A DRAWER AND PULLS OUT A FIFTH OF JIM 
BEAM ALONG WITH TWO SMALL GLASSES. HE POURS A DRINK 
FOR HIMSELF, DRAINS IT, POURS ANOTHER FOR HIMSELF 
AND, WITHOUT ASKING, ONE FOR OWEN. HE SLIDES THE 
DRINK OVER TO OWEN.)

DAVIS: Looks like you need this.

OWEN (SEEING THE DRINK FOR THE FIRST TIME): Yes. (beat) Thank 
you, Sheriff.
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(OWEN TAKES THE DRINK AND HOLDS IT BUT HE JUST STARES 
AT THE BOURBON. HE DOESN’T TAKE A SIP.)

DAVIS (TAKING A HEALTHY SWALLOW FROM HIS OWN GLASS, 
GETTING TO THE POINT): What’s on your mind, Owen?

OWEN: You...you see it. Right?

DAVIS: I’m not sure I follow.

OWEN: She disappeared just after her 8th birthday. It’s been six years. But...
that’s not a 14-year-old girl you found wandering in the woods last week. 

DAVIS: Who knows where Lily has been. Chances are she was abducted and 
held captive. The hospital said she was malnourished. Heck, they even had 
trouble listening to her heart. We can’t begin to imagine the living hell she’s 
been through over the past six years. Be happy you have your daughter back.

OWEN: I am. I really am. (but it is obvious that he’s not)

DAVIS: Then why are you causing trouble, Owen?

OWEN (HE DOESN’T WANT TO PUSH THE SHERIFF, KNOWS HE’S ON 
THIN ICE SO HE CHOOSES HIS WORDS CAREFULLY): Doesn’t it strike 
you as odd that she still looks like she’s eight years old?

DAVIS: You know what I find odd? The fact that you were down here every 
day for years, screaming at my men about your missing daughter, and now 
you have her back and you seem like you don’t want her.

OWEN: No, it’s not that…

DAVIS (GETTING LOUDER): I don’t understand you. Most missing 
children stay missing or turn up dead. You’ve got your daughter back. Why 
isn’t that enough? (beat, hesitates, then decides to say it) You know my 
brother-in-law ate his own gun over this case.

OWEN: Now that’s not fair. You don’t know—

DAVIS (SHOUTING OVER HIM): I do know! But I kept it from you because 
I figured both you and Annie had suffered enough. 

(SILENCE. OWEN DOESN’T KNOW HOW TO HANDLE THIS.)

DAVIS: Lucas left a note. I’ll read it to you if you like.

OWEN: I’d rather not hear—

DAVIS: You hounded him because he was the last person to see her alive. He 
reported that he saw her wandering into the woods after she got off the bus. 
He came forward that first night because he was trying to help. And you got 
desperate, grasping at straws, and you accused him—
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OWEN: I never accused him, I simply—

DAVIS (SHOUTING OVER HIM): You accused him of having something 
to do with her disappearance. You know what this town is like. You had 
those sympathetic eyes fawning over you in the grocery store but imagine 
the looks poor old Lucas got. He never hurt no one. His only crime was being 
a little odd. Hell, you’re a spooky one yourself but people give you a break 
because your daughter disappeared. But no one gave Lucas a break. They 
spray painted “pedophile” on his truck, they left threatening messages on 
his phone, kids threw bricks though his windows. And you just kept after 
us, insisting that he had something to do with it, pressuring us to search his 
house.

(DAVIS TAKES A BREATH. TAKES A DRINK. CALMS DOWN A BIT 
AND STARES THROUGH OWEN. REMEMBERING.)

DAVIS (CONT): My sister left him. His kids started to question the character 
of the man they called their father. And so he sat in that home by himself. 
Out of work. In the dark. Broken glass on the floor. And then one night, he 
wrote me a note.

OWEN: Sheriff, I’m sorry I said anything.

DAVIS (PULLS A TATTERED PIECE OF PAPER FROM HIS DESK 
DRAWER AND HOLDS IT UP): He wrote me a note and it said (reading) “I 
always liked Owen and Annie Dawson. Before their daughter disappeared, 
they had always been kind to me. But I can’t keep living knowing what they 
think about me. What my children think about me. Tell my kids I’m sorry.”

(OWEN LOOKS DOWN AT HIS HANDS. HE FINALLY SEES THE 
DRINK THAT HE’S BEEN HOLDING AND HE SHOOTS IT BACK.)

OWEN: I thought...I thought it was because Delores left him.

DAVIS: Lucas thought the world of you. He could never get ahead but he’d 
say, look at Owen Dawson. If only I could save money like young Owen 
Dawson. If only I could invest like young Owen Dawson. If only I could treat 
people like Owen treats people. And yes, he probably did kill himself because 
Delores left him. But she wouldn’t have left him if people didn’t suspect he 
had something to do with your Lily disappearing into those woods.

(OWEN SITS QUIETLY. THERE’S NOTHING MORE TO SAY.)

(SHERIFF DAVIS DOWNS HIS OWN DRINK AND GETS UP WITH 
A HEAVY SIGH. HE WALKS TO THE DOOR BEHIND OWEN AND 
OPENS IT.)
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DAVIS (QUIETLY, PATERNALLY): Go home, Owen. You got your daughter 
back. She doesn’t talk to you. She doesn’t hear you. She doesn’t look like you 
expected her to look after six long years. But you’ve got her back. Isn’t that 
enough?

(THERE IS A LONG PAUSE BUT OWEN DOESN’T GET UP TO 
LEAVE.)

OWEN: Crockett showed up this morning for his breakfast.

(SHERIFF DAVIS TURNS WHITE, HAS TO HANG ON THE DOOR 
FOR SUPPORT.)

DAVIS: Say that again?

OWEN (SHAKY, TEARING UP): At first, I wasn’t sure if it was him. He sort 
of limped all over the porch, wasn’t wagging his tail or nothing…

DAVIS (CLOSES THE DOOR AND LEANS AGAINST THE DESK, FACING 
OWEN): That can’t be. It’s been ten years. I saw him get hit by a mail truck 
with my own eyes.

OWEN (LOOKS UP AT DAVIS WITH DESPERATE EYES): I checked 
the tags. The ones we left on him when we buried him. Had my old phone 
number on them and everything.

DAVIS (SITS DOWN, STARES HARD AT OWEN): What is wrong with you, 
Owen? 

OWEN: Nothing. (beat) Everything?

DAVIS: You got a sick sense of humor. I tell you that story about my brother-
in-law and you come back with this twisted joke?

OWEN: It’s not a joke, Sheriff. First Lily, then my bird dog Crockett. I think 
I’m gonna need your help. I think this whole town is gonna need your help.

DAVIS: Get out.

OWEN: I’m telling you the truth!

DAVIS (GLOWERING): Get out!

OWEN: You have to believe me!

DAVIS (SCREAMING, HIS HAND ON HIS PISTOL): Get out before I kill 
you!

(OWEN CAN TELL THAT SHERIFF DAVIS IS SERIOUS. HIS 
EYES DART TO THE PISTOL ON THE SHERIFF’S HIP AND HE 
HESITATES. THEN HE STANDS, ATTEMPTS TO SAY SOMETHING 
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ELSE, THINKS BETTER ON IT, AND SWIFTLY LEAVES THROUGH 
THE DOOR.)

(DAVIS SITS IN SILENCE. HE DOESN’T KNOW WHAT TO MAKE 
OF THIS. WHY WOULD OWEN SAY SOMETHING SO FAR-
FETCHED AND INSENSITIVE? CHALK IT UP TO PRESSURE. 
THE MAN IS UNDER A LOT OF PRESSURE. NEW BABY. MISSING 
DAUGHTER, PRESUMED DEAD, APPEARS OUT OF NOWHERE.)

(HE POURS HIMSELF ANOTHER TUMBLER OF BOURBON AND 
TAKES A SIP, NURSING THIS ONE. HE WARMS THE GLASS WITH 
HIS HANDS AND TAKES A MOMENT TO MULL THINGS OVER.)

(KNOCK AT THE DOOR.)

DAVIS (HOLLERING AT THE DOOR): That better be Jesus Christ himself 
or else you best go away!

JUNE (OFFSTAGE): It’s me, Sheriff.

DAVIS: That doesn’t sound like Jesus Christ. That sounds like my secretary.

JUNE (OFFSTAGE, CORRECTING HIM): Administrative Assistant.

DAVIS (ROLLING HIS EYES, TO HIMSELF): For Christ’s sake. (hollers 
out) Come in, June! (He struggles to his feet.)

(JUNE, EARLY-20S OPENS THE DOOR AND JUST STARES AT 
SHERIFF DAVIS.)

DAVIS (SARCASTIC): Can I help you?

(JUNE SITS AND STARES AT THE GLASS OF BOURBON AND THE 
HALF EMPTY BOTTLE.)

DAVIS: Now don’t you start in on me about my drinking. Not tonight. I’m in 
no mood for it.

(JUNE LEANS OVER AND TAKES THE GLASS. SHE GREEDILY 
DRINKS IT DOWN AND SITS.)

DAVIS (SARCASTIC AND A LITTLE SHOCKED): Well, help yourself! 
(exasperated, sitting) Woman, what is going on!?

JUNE (WIPES HER MOUTH WITH THE BACK OF HER HAND): It’s your 
brother-in-law, Lucas.

DAVIS (TAKEN ABACK, QUIETLY): What about him?
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JUNE: Ace Thompson just saw him walking down Main Street.

DAVIS: Say that again.

JUNE: He said he looked just fine from the front, Ace tipped his hat and 
even said hello before he remembered…Lucas is dead. Then he watched him 
walk on by and… (she can’t finish)

DAVIS: And what?

JUNE (SWALLOWS HARD): Back of his head was missing. 

(DAVIS TAKES A LONG LOOK AT THE BOTTLE. HE PICKS IT UP, 
CONSIDERS, AND THEN HANDS IT TO JUNE.)

DAVIS: You best get rid of that and start loading the rifles. Get all the 
officers to report in immediately. And send a deputy out to Owen and Annie 
Dawson’s place. 

(JUNE NODS HER HEAD, COMES BACK TO HER SENSES, AND 
SITS UP STRAIGHT.)

JUNE: Yes, Sheriff. Right away.

(JUNE EXITS.)

DAVIS (HOLLERS AFTER HER): And while you’re at it, call a priest!

(HE STANDS. HE PULLS HIS PISTOL AND SNAPS THE CYLINDER 
OPEN. HE CHECKS THAT IT IS LOADED, SNAPS IT CLOSED, AND 
PUTS ON HIS HAT. HE ADJUSTS IT JUST RIGHT, TAKES A DEEP 
BREATH, AND WALKS WITH PURPOSE OUT THE DOOR.)

LIGHTS FADE TO BLACK
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INTERVIEW WITH

BRYAN STARCHMAN
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Bryan, thanks so much for submitting your ten-minute play, 
She’s Dead to Me, for consideration in our first annual 10:4 
Tenn Contest. This competition seeks to recognize and honor the 
Southern experience and the legacy of Columbus’s native son, 
Tennessee Williams, through the craft of playwriting. How do 
you see the themes, setting, or characters in your work reflect 
the Southern experience? Was this a departure from what you 
usually write, or is it closely related to your canon?

Although I live in California, I love to go on road trips during the 
summer to the South. New Orleans and Savannah are two of my 
favorite cities. At the beginning of 2020, I planned a 50 state road trip 
to celebrate the anniversary of John Steinbeck’s Travels with Charley. 
Unfortunately, Covid hit while I was in Baton Rouge so I only made it 
to seven states.

I wanted to set some new stories in the South and made up a small 
town in Southeast Texas named “Atomic Falls,” inspired by my time 
in Galveston. The grittiness of a crime drama involving a missing 
child who just reappeared after six years was inspired by the works of 
authors like Tennessee Williams, my friend Heather Harper Ellett, and 
Cormac McCarthy. I write plays aimed at high school audiences and 
families, so this was a departure from what I normally write, but it’s 
exactly the sort of thing I would enjoy reading in my spare time.

Since writing She’s Dead to Me, you were inspired to write the 
screenplay Atomic Falls. We’d love to hear about the entire pro-
cess, including how She’s Dead to Me was formed, what sparked 
its transition to a screenplay, and your long-term goals for this 
piece.

I took part in something called “28 Plays Later,” a free, online writing 
challenge put on by theliteralchallenge.com. Writers receive a daily 
prompt and have 24 hours to write a short play. Most people write a 
page or two, but I aimed to write twenty-eight ten-minute plays in a 
month. It was grueling, but many great pieces came out of it, including 
She’s Dead to Me. The prompt for that day celebrated Purim, and part 
of the prompt was “getting so drunk during Purim that you can’t tell 
the difference between good and bad ….” This line from the prompt 
inspired me to write about a long-lost loved one returning (good), but 
something is unsettling about their appearance because they haven’t 
aged (bad). I wrote the first draft in a half-hour.
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I kept coming back to this piece, and I’ve always wanted to write a 
screenplay. I decided to sit down and try to get 90 pages written. I 
plotted out the entire story about zombies returning from the dead and 
how families would react if they had already moved on after grieving 
for their loved ones. What would it be like if your wife came back, but 
you remarried? Your daughter went missing years ago, but you have 
new children? The goldfish that you flushed? I gave myself a month 
to write the screenplay but finished the first draft of 110 pages in four 
days.

I have done a couple of table readings with friends and family to edit 
the script. I have sent it to various agents and production companies 
that accept unsolicited scripts. I’ve had a couple of bites, but nothing 
substantial yet. I also adapted the novel Ain’t Nobody Nobody into a 
screenplay and am shopping that around with author Heather Harper 
Ellett. I’m hoping that if that screenplay gets picked up, Atomic Falls 
may get some traction as well.

Writers often rely on familiar places for inspiration. As a life-
long Californian, do you draw from your life, your home, and 
your community? If so, how is it reflected in your work?

A lot of what I write are family comedies, and if you know my family, 
you will see a little bit of us in many of the characters. I grew up in a 
small town where everybody knew everybody. Now that I live in San 
Francisco, I realize that focusing my stories on small towns and smaller 
settings has helped me focus on dialogue and characters since I don’t 
have to capture an entire city in my settings. I set Atomic Falls in a 
small town that looks a lot like my hometown of Mariposa, and I was 
able to picture where everybody lived, what stores were featured on 
the main street, where the cemetery was, and where the nuclear power 
plant would be. My family also watched a lot of The Simpsons, and I 
realized that many of the details found in Atomic Falls (stores with 
puns for names, a nuclear plant looming over the town, evil rich men 
who run the plants, not-so-bright heroes) mimic many of the show’s 
tropes. 

You are currently living in the San Francisco area. What is the 
theater scene like there, and how has Covid affected it? Some of 
us have experienced writer’s block in this unprecedented time. 
Have you experienced this, and if so, how do you handle it?
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I took a year off from teaching to write during Covid. I was still able 
to walk around San Francisco and get inspiration. But I also would 
do little warmups like hit shuffle on a Spotify playlist and write 
something inspired by the lyrics of a random song, or I’d dive into 
a book of writing prompts, forcing myself to write about whichever 
page I landed on. It was grueling, but I aimed to write 1000 words a 
day every weekday for six months. I ended up writing 40 short stories, 
30 short plays, a full-length comedic play about Covid, a novella, two 
screenplays, a book about my travels during Covid, and a textbook on 
teaching drama using zoom. Including the 10:4 Tenn competition, I 
have been published in sixteen literary magazines/literary “blogs” in 
the past twelve months. Twenty-twenty/twenty-twenty-one was my 
most productive year ever, and that’s because I was unemployed for 
the first time since college. I hope to take a sabbatical every seven years 
and write to my heart’s content.

The theatre scene died in San Francisco. The last show I got to see 
was “Wakey Wakey” at ACT starring Tony Hale (Veep, Arrested 
Development). It was an amazing, life-affirming production and the 
perfect show to be my “last” show before Covid. Just recently, theatres 
have reopened, and my partner treated us to tickets to see the latest 
tour of Hamilton. It was my 4th time seeing the show (I actually got 
to see the original cast on Broadway), but I think it was my favorite 
because I was so happy to be surrounded by a crowd of theatre lovers, 
all experiencing the same thing together. Zoom plays are necessary but 
not a replacement for the real thing.

We think of places like Chicago or New York where plays are 
performed, but what advice can you give to writers who can’t 
travel to these places on how best to see their work come alive on 
a stage? 

The world is different than when I first started writing plays in the 90s. 
You can submit your works to big and little theatres around the world 
using websites like Submittable. You can watch Broadway shows on 
streaming services (or watch illegal bootlegs on YouTube). You can 
create a Zoom play and recruit actors from all over the country. Get 
creative, get your stuff out there, create 30-second TikTok plays and 
film them with your phone. The world is available to us and is easily 
accessible. You just have to find your niche and give it a shot. 
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Contests are an excellent way for emerging playwrights to get 
their work into the world. What advice do you give playwrights 
who are considering the 10:4 Tenn Contest or who are just start-
ing to submit?

I will send a one-act play to ten places, and often I will get rejected ten 
times. But this business is a numbers game. Get your stuff out there. 
You never know what they may be looking for, and for every twenty 
rejections, you will get published or produced once. Rejection is a big 
part of it. If you believe in your work, know it makes sense off the page 
and is free of grammatical errors, don’t take rejection personally. But 
you have to believe in your piece. If you know it is flawed or could be 
better, then make it better! Send your best work, and you’ll never have 
regrets.

Along with plays produced in all 50 states and over ten coun-
tries, you are also an accomplished high school drama teacher. 
What are some of your favorite things about working with high 
schoolers? How is it different from working with theatre profes-
sionals?

In my opinion, many theater “professionals” take themselves too 
seriously and suck the fun out of it. I am not looking to put on the best-
ever production of Oklahoma or The Lion King or Romeo and Juliet. I 
am looking to put on quality productions that also focus on fun. Many 
of my students struggle with anxiety, have learning challenges, or 
aren’t the strongest actors, but want to join a play to be more social. All 
of those aspects are more important to me than the final product that 
the audience sees. Of course, I want to entertain the audience, but they 
are an afterthought. It’s all about positive experiences for kids. I don’t 
remember most of my high school career, but I do remember when 
I felt embarrassed or uncomfortable and when I felt successful and 
valued. Big moments like productions can stay with a student forever 
and help shape them into confident adults who have a positive image 
of themselves. There is a lot of pressure in this job, but it can also be 
incredibly rewarding when I see a student 15 years later, they introduce 
me to their kids and reminisce about that one moment on stage when 
they were 16 and they felt like they were on top of the world. 

Thanks so much for your time, Bryan. We have thoroughly en-
joyed your work, and we look forward to seeing more of it in the 
future—on the page, the stage, and the screen. Are there any oth-
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er projects we should keep an eye out for, and where/how can 
we stay connected with you? (Twitter, Facebook, Website, etc.) 

www.bryanstarchman.com
IG @bryan.starchman
Twitter @bryanstarchman
Check out my plays at www.histage.com
And the published story I am most proud of from my year off can be 
read at https://www.saturdayeveningpost.com/2020/08/the-very-last-one/ 
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CHRISTIAN MCCULLOCH

DRAGON TREE OUTSIDE THE CASTLE
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ABBY CAPLIN

WAYS TO KNOW YOUR FATHER HAS ALZHEIMER’S

When he starts giving your mother the wrong pills, and after she dies 
(not from the pills but from cancer), when he adopts a man living on 
the streets and meets him at midnight “to help him start a sewing 
business.” When he tells you six months later he’s given this man 
at least $30,000, and to a woman he met in a grocery store parking 
lot another $90,000, who’s promised to kiss him after they marry. 
When he calls to tell you his cat has been missing for three weeks, 
the neighbors complaining about streets littered with “lost cat” signs, 
later learning he unloosed reams of them onto their driveways, and 
you enter his house, see the stiff carcass by the heating vent, and you 
have to air out the living room. When he tells you he loves eating 
canned olives for dinner, and recommends you try it. When he takes 
your daughter to the children’s museum but misses the exit, ends up 
on the Golden Gate Bridge and makes a U-turn in the middle. When 
he talks his way out of a ticket and still has his driver’s license, despite 
the psychiatrist’s report. When you’ve moved him to assisted living, 
and you drop nail clippers into your pocket before each visit. When on 
President’s Day he doesn’t recognize the cartoon drawing of Abraham 
Lincoln in the dining room display. When you watch an attendant tie a 
blue bib around his neck at the table, and he’s not embarrassed. When 
you are together, looking through an art book in the rec room, and you 
turn the page to a painting by Rembrandt, Christ on the Cross, and 
your father, once a respected university professor, says, “Oh my gosh! 
What happened to him?”
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MICHAEL HILL

STUTTER

Sometimes when my son speaks
a word gets stuck in his mouth
like it was gum on a hot summer sidewalk
stuck to the bottom of a shoe,
one syllable stretching all the way out
to the breaking point, whereupon
he resumes what it was he was saying.
Other times he just stops
and starts over again, eyeing
that particular square of concrete warily
as he re-approaches, and not just for gum,
but for splits, heaves, cracks
and anything else that words can get lost in.
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LINDA MALNACK

MY FATHER’S BREATH

What do I know of snow
now that a flurry is loose
and living in your lungs?

What do I know of sense,
the elusive buck walking
back over its own tracks,

hunting the hunter? What
do I know of smoke, holy
or otherwise, its signal risen

over Heim’s woods? Who
will I call, if not the forgotten?
Where will I go, if not

to Colden Valley—
that is where I left you;
that is where you left me.
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SARAMANDA SWIGART

THE BLACK CITY

Once there was a woman whose child died for no reason. She held the 
child’s blanket to her nose everywhere she went, inhaling its nutty scent 

until the thing was dingy and tattered. Finally, calmer but still in pain, she 
looked up to the sky and asked, “Why?” Half the sky was gray, the other half 
the opal of early morning. It seemed to answer, but she couldn’t read it.

The woman went to the law courts. “Does the party of the first part wish 
any tort?” said the lawyers without looking up.

She said, “What is a party of the first part?” 
The youngest lawyer looked up. “You, I assume,” he said. He shook his 

head in impatience. “Do you wish to bring suit? To whom? If you do, I can 
help you today.” The woman couldn’t think of any single person to blame. 
She held the blanket to her nose, careful not to let her tears touch it; she 
wanted her child’s scent to remain forever. She feared the day the scent 
would no longer pierce her heart. “You don’t need the courts,” said the young 
lawyer, admiring the curves of the woman’s sadness bent around its source 
of pain. Her face glowed with suffering so real it was unassailable. His own 
mother had never suffered, nor did she have a deep feeling, good or bad, 
about her family, including him. He thought how exquisite this woman’s 
pain was, and a feeling flowed through him that was at once generous and 
angry. He said: “You don’t need a law court. You need a priest.” He watched 
her face contort with pain, and this further confounded him. “Well. If not 
that,” he said, “there is always the Black City.”

The woman went to the priest. He was on his knees in the temple 
garden, where he spent most of his time. The garden rewarded his efforts 
with extravagant colors and odors and the gentle rustling of leaves. If the 
priest spent half as much care on his flock as he did on his garden, more 
parishioners might come to him for advice, but their relative scarcity suited 
him fine. He preferred silent, growing things to people—he understood 
the loves and aversions of flora, understood the ratio of simplicity to the 
complexity they afforded. He knew how to pull plants back from doom, which 
was more than he could say for his parishioners whom he secretly regarded 
as beyond saving. He saw the Gods in the perfection of plants. When the 
woman came to him, he was trimming the topiary lion so that its paws no 
longer sprouted green shoots. All around them were the sounds of birds. The 
woman approached carrying her bundle in her arms, and the priest blanched 
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at her arrival. Everyone had heard of her child who died for no reason, and 
he had been dreading her arrival for months. They sat beneath the arbor. 
“Why?” said the woman. 

The priest sighed. “See,” he said, “there’s physical death and a spiritual 
death. Your…” he gestured toward her bundle, “died only a physical death.” 
The priest wanted to stop there, but the woman stood, holding a dirty blanket, 
clearly waiting for more. He sighed again. “Okay,” he said. “There’s death as 
a consequence of wickedness, apostasy, or unbelief. Alternatively, people die 
innocently as a result of the sinful acts of others. And then there is the most 
difficult reason for us to accept: that most of us die for the sovereign reasons 
of the Gods, which are hidden from us.” The priest picked up his shears. The 
woman needed more. The priest sighed for the third time and said, “The very 
desperate often try the crone in the swamps. Or there is always the Black 
City.” His shears seemed to cut through the garden sounds. They cut off the 
conversation so that even the birds went quiet.

The woman visited the local seer, a crone who lived in a triangular house 
with a mossy, domed roof. Vines curled down through the smoke hole and 
encircled the ceiling beams, dropping tendrils down to head height, which 
the crone brushed aside as she sat on a wooden stool. A cat let itself up onto 
the ancient woman’s lap, and the woman idly stroked it. “Why?” the woman 
asked the crone. The crone was not really a crone at all. Her hair was still 
auburn, and she wore a knitted argyle sweater and wool tights. But looking 
like a crone, the seer knew, was beneficial to business, so she aged herself 
with ashes and powders and creams. She smoked a sweet-smelling pipe and 
could blow smoke rings with smaller smoke rings inside them. When the 
woman asked “Why?” the crone bent her head and began to chant in a made-
up language. She threw herbs into the fire, as was her theater. She’d grown 
the herbs in the priest’s garden. The crone and the priest hated each other in 
public, but he left aside a small plot for her, and she noticed the ground was 
often wet and weeded when she came to tend the herbs in the early morning. 
In the fire, the herbs popped and sputtered, producing a thick pewter smoke. 
Still, the crone, when she opened her mouth, gave no answer. The woman 
began to cry. The crone couldn’t lay a hand on the woman in sympathy, 
which is what she knew the situation warranted. She had lost a child herself 
before it was born, and the child haunted her still. She felt her own child’s 
rebuke in this woman’s pain. 

“Look,” the crone said coldly, “you could try the logician. Or, if that 
doesn’t work, there’s always the Black City.” This frightened the woman, and 
she left with the last remnants of her child’s scent still in the blanket in her 
hands. The smell of the blanket was almost depleted.

The woman went to see the logician. He worked on the campus of an old 
and hallowed university full of winding paths that went nowhere, beautifully. 
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“Why?” said the woman to the logician. 
He put his fingertips together and leaned back. He was so hungry he 

was almost nauseous. At least once a week, he forgot all the day’s meals 
and ended up sitting across from someone in the evening, praying for the 
meeting to end so he could eat like a wolf. “Well,” he said to the woman, 
“there’s first-order predicate logic and second-order logic, which adds 
modalities. Modality is modeled on possibility, on possible worlds—each 
world signifying how the universe could be or has been. If we are dealing 
with logical or metaphysical modality, as we are in the realm of death and 
its meaning or possible meanings, it is reflexive. But is it also symmetric or 
transitive? That is the question.” The logician leaned forward and clasped 
his hands. 

The woman watched him and finally said, “But why?” 
The logician said, “Just as there is the actual world, in which the subject 

is dead, there is any number of modal worlds in which the subject lives.” The 
woman waited. The logician waited. 

Finally, the woman said, “I just need one.” 
“I work in the realm of the theoretical,” said the logician. “These worlds 

are real because to think is to create, but they are theoretical because we can 
only experience the actual.” The woman smoothed the remaining fibers of 
the blanket, watching the logician’s face until his hunger sent a wave of acid 
into his throat, and he stood, saying, “I’m loathe to suggest this, but have you 
tried the Black City?” He practically pulled the woman out of her seat and 
out the front door so he could raid the kitchen.

• • •
It was time, then, for the Black City. She could put it off no longer. It took 

her ninety days and ninety nights. We shall not consider the hardships that 
befell her on the way, though they were many and harrowing, and she nearly 
died four times. They felt like a worthy ransom. She had only the slimmest 
fiber left of the blanket tied around her finger when she approached the city’s 
smooth, round, black wall. Nothing could grow in the cracked ground in its 
shadow. The sun was behind the wall, so she felt extreme cold in her body, 
which had shrunk and wrinkled during her journey. Her hands had aged to 
claws. Her hair fell in strings around her shoulders. Her skin hung loose on 
her body, and her lips and eyes had shrunk against her skull, for the quest to 
the Black City, as everyone knows, is a soul-sacrifice. 

A hazy silence shimmered except for the sound of rhythmically clamoring 
metal, far within the city’s bowels, seeming to repeat because, because, 
because. No birdsong, no insect hum, no wind, no sun. After a moment, a 
shriek of metal split the sky, and a previously unseen door in the wall opened 
inward. Skeletal, not quite human, the woman stepped inside the walls of the 
Black City. Machines within whined, and then a clattering, grinding noise, 
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and the doors closed once again like the sound of a bone breaking. The world 
fell silent.

• • •
The world fell silent, too, back in the woman’s village. As one, blacksmiths 

laid down their hammers; mothers ran in a panic to check on their children; 
weavers began to weep into their wool. The young lawyer found himself at 
one corner of the town square, unsure why he had come. The priest, the 
crone, and the logician were in the other three corners. Their hearts erupted 
in terror and grief at the same moment. They closed the distance to one 
another without thinking, reaching the center of the town square at the 
same time. Recognition lit their faces. For the first time, the lawyer saw 
the youthfulness in the crone. For her part, the crone suddenly loathed her 
disguises and saw integrity in truth. Without thinking, the two fell into one 
another’s arms and wept for all mothers and all children. The logician knelt 
before the priest, and all his rhetoric abandoned him. He began to wail like 
a supplicant. The priest lifted him and pressed into his hand some walnuts 
he had harvested the previous week. The logician’s hunger seemed, to the 
priest, to be a part of the same coherent undersong that ran between plants 
and people and all living and all dead things, their suffering and their fears 
and their need to be recognized and named.

All four saw, within themselves, how they had sullied; how they had 
murdered. For this is really their story. And mine—and yours.
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CREATIVE NONFICTION

KAREN KILCUP

FOREMOST BUILDERS

My mother’s business sign for Foremost boasted “Homes designed for 
women by a woman.” Single-story capes and ranches, three bedrooms, 

bath and a half, 1000 square feet, with walk-out patio and hardwood floors, 
aimed at post-war families like ours. She organized the plumbers, painters, 
electricians (and mason-carpenters like her father) who swarmed the 
projects. Decked out in a dress, never forgetting red lipstick, she’d supervise 
a crew, and when they finished one we’d live there till they built the next. 
Serial movers. When I was barely old enough for school, we got a special 
house, a modern split. My bedroom had a gable window only birds could 
use and knee-wall windows that made you squat to look into the back yard. 
The landing held her office piled with paper, pencils, multiple staplers; she 
did the books there every night. Around the time we moved, she got sick and 
disappeared, so I lived with her parents. A hysterectomy at twenty-eight. 
When she came home, she kept on working days and nights but cooked 
much more—elaborate multiple-course meals with butter, butter, butter 
that often made me sick. Sometimes for a break she’d serve a TV dinner. 
I loved peeling back the hot aluminum foil, steam swirling in my face, and 
exposing the prize: perfectly elliptical Salisbury steak, sunny corn, whipped 
potatoes, gravy. Much later, after my father died of Parkinson’s, she cooked 
again in earnest, saying she was worth the best. She died stirring soup, her 
cat Grateful swirling around her feet. I struggle to remember and forget her.
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FAMILY ALBUM

I struggle to remember and forget her. Although they’re both long gone, 
something tangible remains: the album I discovered buried in the closet 

when I sold the farm. Were they ever young? One black-and-white snapshot 
shows my twenty-three-year-old mother upright in bed, her long brown 
braid hanging down her left shoulder. She kept the braid, getting grayer, 
till she died. The pillow propped behind her back almost engulfs her. In 
another, my father holds me in his arms. I am impossibly small, a preemie 
with a grapefruit face enclosed by a blanket that must be pink. His blond 
hair is wispy. It’s before he’s started shaving his head (so much cooler in 
the summer), and he smiles as if he holds the Queen of New England. Other 
pictures show them on opposite ends of a pale sofa beside a glass-topped 
kidney-shaped coffee table, Pall Malls at hand. I finally find what I’ve been 
looking for, the one my mother told me about again and again. A friend has 
stopped to meet me, and when she sees me in the crib she gasps. You let that 
cat sleep with the baby? My mother has answers to every question. That cat 
has a name. Mildred.
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BERTHA THE SAINT

The state police saved her, called the SPCA about the big dog left behind 
when the nearby airbase closed. Just past a pup, she wandered through 

the busy traffic circle before they grabbed her. The rescue people called 
my mom because she had a farm with room to run and other animals for 
company. Barely ten, I named her Bertha because it seemed to say her 
softness. Winters were hers, rolling canine snow angels on the powdery 
lawn, heaving puffs above her head, reveling in the cold. Summers made 
her sprawl on grass. Soon after she arrived we wondered why the horses 
wouldn’t use their outdoor water trough, until we caught her one August 
morning stepping daintily over the rim and settling up to her neck. Later 
she’d swim in the nearby beaver pond. Every morning, she trotted to the 
neighbor’s house to socialize and sleep with their multiplying outdoor cats. 
The neighbor liked to say, Bertha’s a good banker—she always leaves a big 
deposit. 

She tolerated our poodle Pierre, the only animal my born-poor mother 
ever bought. One day we saw him and Bertha moving slowly through the 
back field while he hauled a bloody carcass twice his size: a dead woodchuck 
she’d likely caught between its holes. She let him take the credit. He’d beg for 
hard-boiled eggs, but when we gave her one, she shuffled around the corner 
of the house and plopped the cold rubbery oval whole into the flower bed. 
She never wanted to offend.

She didn’t drool much. She rarely let me leave her view, especially when 
we were young.  Hours before a thunderstorm approached, she’d pant panic 
at my heels. She died as largely as she lived, swimming ashore. 
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CHRIS NEILAN

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER

The set is filled with smoke, great rolling bales of it, so thick he can’t see 
his mark. Before he knows it, a beam is hurtling towards him.
 Jesus Chri—

That was one hell of a duck n’ roll, Buddy-O.
 Well, y’know. Not my first hoe-down.
 Right. Stuntman, huh? Where you from, England?
 Yup. Milton Keynes. I mean you won’t know where that—
 Stuart! We still need someone to play the cop?

The role comes with two lines—his first two lines. In the scene, the 
young, but ambitious, fashion designer’s mental state has started to fracture, 
thanks to the machinations of her corporate embezzler husband. She has 
been hearing things, seeing strange people hanging around the apartment 
building. He has encouraged her to hide the burns on her arms, to up her 
meds, and nothing is what it seems. Her neighbour has been seen wielding a 
large knife, but maybe that was in her head, along with the bloody footprint 
in the corridor (it wasn’t there when she looked again—although, mop 
marks?). An encounter in the storage room leads to a revelatory discovery, a 
pursuit down the fire escape, and that’s where the cop comes in.

He sees her by the Kraft services, picking the sprinkles from a moon pie. 
She looks the same, but thinner and emptier.  

Hey there stranger, he says. He is surprised by how she jumps, and how, 
on recognizing him, she seems to become uncomfortable.

Oh heeey. An acne trail by one corner of her mouth has been daubed 
with concealer.  Fancy seein’ you ‘ere guv’nor, she says, in a terrible Dick Van 
Dyke brogue. She has the eyes of a scared rabbit.

Yeah, small town, I guess. Hey, I think we’ve actually got a scene together.  
Her brow contorts, just like her terrorized character’s. Whaddya mean?

He tells her about the beam, the duck n’ roll. As they sit on the step of 
her trailer, her smoking, him drinking a fridge-cold protein drink, she seems 
to calm.

You’re partying pretty hard these days huh, he says.
She laughs—if you can call it a laugh. Well, what else is there to do?
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He doesn’t quite know how to read her. The straps of her top and the 
straps of her white bra diverge over her shoulders. Her nails are chewed, the 
hangnails, bloody.

I’ve never had any lines before, he tells her.  
Well, yeah, you’re the kick-me-in-the-chest guy. You nervous?
He shrugs his mouth. Not really. I’ve done scarier things than this.
She smirks. Ooh, bad ass huh? Like what?
Well. Last train from Leighton Buzzard on a Friday night, for starters.

He is smaller than the other stuntmen, narrower. She notices the bars 
of his collarbone, the speckled calves. She notices how he straightens his 
back when the other stuntmen arrive, tilts up his chest. She notices quite a 
lot about him.

Shoot day number thirteen and they’re already behind schedule. Her 
husband, the corporate embezzler, has turned on the charm. It was raining 
cats and dogs outside, so she’s soaked to the bone, but as she enters she finds 
he’s lit candles, laid out the Egyptian rug.  Fresh made aubergine parmesan 
is bubbling on the stove. You made my favourite? His sleeves are rolled up 
over his forearms, and he unbuttons his collar. Well, it’s our anniversary, 
sugar-pie. Our anniversary is the 27th, she says. He snort-laughs, straightens 
her sodden scarf.  No, that was our first fuck, not our first date. Here, open 
the Pouilly-Fuissé. Her wet hands slip on the bottle. Just let me do it. Go get 
changed, I’m serving in five. Go on.

They make love on the rug to the strains of Billy Joel. He looks into her 
eyes just like he used to before they were married. She has a strip of flesh-
coloured gusset covering her genitals, and the Billy Joel is theoretical. The 
Danish lighting technician tells the Danish director something in Danish. 
She hears him parse out some Nordic curse. Helvede. Er du sikker? The man 
playing her husband shifts his weight above her. She can smell his scent.  
Er—sorry, sorry guys, we need to, ah— yea, we need to reset. We’ll take a 
break. Twenty minutes only everybody, please. Can we get the robes for 
Kristen and Jeremy please?

They disrobe again, a bigger, brighter light hanging over them, 
recommence the act.  The act of love. She presses his body against hers, feels 
the warmth of his hairless back.  When they’re done, he tells her she needs to 
be ready to leave at 6 a.m. because the flight is at nine.

What flight?
What flight, he scoffs, as he fastens his wristwatch. To Houston, dummy.
He has told her about this several times, he reminds her. He shows her 

emails that he apparently sent her that she can’t for the life of her remember 
reading. We’ve discussed this in so much detail Karen! He tells her she must 
have skipped her meds—but she hasn’t, look, look at the blister pack, she’s 
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right up to date. She can’t understand what’s happening. He tells her he’s 
calling Dr. Fleischman to discuss upping her dosage.

They break for lunch. The Stuntman eats a cruller and watches how she 
hides herself behind a moveable wall.  

Then, although it means skipping ahead 18 script pages, it’s their scene. 
She’s running down the fire escape at a clip, bare feet slipping on the rain-
slick bars. Four flights up, the husband has gone Roy Batty psycho (or has 
he? Is it her?), and he’s made it to the window—he leans out to roar her name 
before he spots her and clambers out (and isn’t that what a concerned hubby 
would do?).

The mist is spooling, the cameraman, with his hovering, alien-like 
gimbal, bothering the space around her, and suddenly she’s slipping, falling—

—landing in the arms of a policeman.
Whoa!  Slow down there miss.
She gives away nothing—it’s incredible. She is thoroughly her character—

the twenty-four-year-old veteran he has been thinking about at night when 
he closes his eyes has vanished. Now, there is this other woman, and she 
is terrified to her bones, cat-eyeing him from a few inches away, and she’s 
beautiful, under the terror, and older than her years, so much has happened 
to her, he can see in the lines of her face, so much has happened to her, and 
his hand is on the firm slick softness of her gymmed shoulder.

H—help me! Please! My—my husband! The man playing her husband 
bellows from above on cue. A sound man adjusts his boom mic.

Calm down ma’am, it’s alright. Tell me the situation.

He feels he fluffed the vowel in calm—he thinks she thought so, too, 
she seemed to flinch. In the following scene, he has not helped her, but 
delivered her back into the arms of her husband. It is written so that he 
has no lines, but he is there, and he gets to make an ambiguous gesture of 
possible conspiracy which only adds to her character’s despair, and which 
the increasingly panicked Danish director makes him repeat more than 
a dozen times, until he wonders if basic assertiveness makes it necessary 
for him to tell the director to fuck off (he decides to err away from basic 
assertiveness and towards careerism).  

He does see her again—in his pre-dream pageants, of course, before 
those thoughts have run their course, but on the set too. Not that day—that 
day she fled the set still in her character’s tears and locked herself in her 
trailer, was still in there when the car service took him and two of the other 
stunt people away. But another day, the following week, the final week of 
the shoot, he has a scene in which, almost beside the point, he is killed, his 
body briefly discovered. The Danish director has been replaced by a second-
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unit director, a balding beach-tanned fifty-year-old Californian who has not 
bothered to learn his name and who he takes an instant dislike to. No one on 
the set seems to have retained any interest in him whatsoever. It is as if he 
has been reduced to a status below that of a stuntman—just another nothing 
“actor,” and not even a very handsome one.  He sees her beforehand, as he is 
trying to mentally prepare himself, picking at her wristbands.  She sees him 
seeing her too.
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BRENT AMENEYRO

ROSEMARY

A bird, mid-flight,  
gains human-level consciousness  
 
as it floats above a man  
walking on the sidewalk. The bird  
 
watches as the man 
plucks a stem from a rosemary bush,  
 
rubs it between his fingers, 
and drops it. As the bird descends,  
 
its intellect continues to expand  
giving it god-like vision. The bird  
 
looks into the man’s mind,  
finds a memory of a house, a yard,  
 
and children playing around a rosemary bush.  
The bird’s mind and spirit continue to elevate  
 
until it can see the man’s future,  
when he adjusts his sunglasses  
 
some hours later, and the overwhelming smell  
of rosemary from his fingers  
 
makes the bird forget how to fly,  
how to be a bird: 
 
it lands next to the man  
and walks. 
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BETT BUTLER, JOËL DILLEY, JANIS BUTLER HOLM, KIM ZUMPFE

ARMY

Kim Zumpfe: “Army” started with an urge to steal a friend’s body 
part. Gina Osterloh’s now truncated and unruly arms (see her original 
here: https://positjournal.com/2021/05/11/janis-butler-holm-gina-osterloh/) 
fly madly through space alongside silicone cooking gloves. Rhythms 
of sound and image create a stage that includes cracks and fractures 
of the digital, while the fractions of anti-rhythms create an ocean of 
possibility. Play and absurdity work as a mode of refusal within the 
functioning politics, structures, and realities of civil society, The State, 
violence, and the tactical use of arms.

Janis Butler Holm: Kim Zumpfe’s “Army” immediately suggested 
America’s pressing need to restrain toxic hypermasculinity (think 
the 2021 attack on the U.S. Capitol). Sound poems offered the dual 
possibility of nonsense and critique.

See full video here:
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SERGE LECOMTE

THE LITTLE ANT FROM THE ASTEROID 326
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JUDY KLASS

THE OTHER WOMAN

CAST OF CHARACTERS

TRENT: SEES HIMSELF AS VERY SENSITIVE. EMOTIONALLY KEYED 
UP - LATER BEWILDERED AND IRRITATED.

LISA: CALM, BLUNT, SELF-POSSESSED.

DANIELLE: LESS ROUGH AND BLUNT THAN LISA, BUT MORE DOWN-
TO-EARTH THAN TRENT.

SETTING: TRENT’s apartment in the middle of the afternoon. Trent is in 
his thirties, talking to LISA who is a few years younger, good-humored, 

and straightforward.

TRENT: I’ve been wrestling with this. It’s been gnawing away at me.

LISA: Calm down.

TRENT: You’re telling me to calm down?

LISA: Yes.

TRENT: You’re projecting.

LISA: What?

TRENT: You’re feeling hysterical right now, you’re nervous, you’re upset, 
you’re vulnerable, you’re full of rage and confusion, and you’re projecting it 
onto me.

LISA: Oh, I’m the one who’s doing that?

TRENT (PACING): Yes, of course, it’s perfectly understandable. And any 
vicious thing you say to me now I deserve. Any outburst or even physical 
attack I’ll have brought upon myself.

LISA: Calm down.

TRENT: Stop saying that!

LISA (AFTER A BEAT): Does she know?

TRENT: Know what?

LISA: Why she’s coming here. Does she know you’re screwing someone 
besides her?
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TRENT: I— told her to come by because there was something serious I 
wanted to talk to her about. No. I don’t think she knows about you.

LISA: Okay. So, maybe she’s not a skank like you.

TRENT: Don’t judge her too hard, however she reacts.

LISA: I’m not. I’m trying not to judge her at all.

TRENT: I never meant to hurt you. You’re a sweet, good person, and I never 
wanted to see you brought down this way.

LISA: Trent?

TRENT: Yes?

LISA: Calm down.

(THERE IS A KNOCK AT THE DOOR.)

LISA: I bet that’s her.

TRENT: Would you—would you wait in the next room?

LISA: Why?

TRENT: So that I can—prepare her?

LISA: God, how melodramatic can you possibly be?

DANIELLE (OFF STAGE): Hey, Trent? You in there?

TRENT (CALLING TO DANIELLE): In a minute! I’m coming. (to LISA, 
frantic whisper) Please! Just go wait in the next room.

LISA: Whatever.

(SHE EXITS TO THE NEXT ROOM. TRENT OPENS THE FRONT 
DOOR, AND DANIELLE ENTERS. SHE’S A BIT MORE STYLISH 
THAN LISA.)

TRENT: Hey, sorry to keep you waiting. And sorry it’s such a mess around 
here.

DANIELLE: No more than usual. (a beat) So. What’s up?

TRENT: Baby, I think you’d better sit down.

DANIELLE: I’m good, I’ll stand, I’ve got to get to the mall before the music 
store closes, actually.

TRENT: No, but this is serious.

DANIELLE: Trent, if you need me to lend you money, I’m telling you, I’m 
pretty broke these days— 

TRENT: I’m not asking for money, that’s not what this is about.
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DANIELLE: Okay, but I’m just saying, if you could even start paying me 
back some of the money from last month—

LISA (OFF STAGE): God, what a loser!

DANIELLE: Who was that?

TRENT: It’s no one! I mean—that’s what I need to talk to you— 

(LISA ENTERS.)

LISA: Oh, for Christ’s sake, Trent, just tell her. (does a double-take) Danielle?

DANIELLE: Lisa? (overjoyed, embracing her) Oh my God! Oh my God, 
what a nice surprise! (to TRENT) That is so sweet of you, to set this up to 
surprise me. But how did you know I knew Lisa?

TRENT: You know Lisa?

DANIELLE: Cut it out. She must have told you, we were, like, part of the 
same midnight pizza gossip klatch at college.

LISA: Cold pizza and warm beer.

LISA AND DANIELLE: “The recipe for happiness.”

(THEY ARE LAUGHING AND HUGGING EACH OTHER. TRENT IS 
UTTERLY LOST)

DANIELLE: Do you live here now?

LISA: Yeah, I moved to town, like, a couple of months ago.

DANIELLE: Do you still see anybody?

LISA: I talk to Vicki and Rose sometimes, and I get Rose’s stupid e-mail 
jokes and chain letters— 

DANIELLE: Yeah, I get those too. I didn’t realize your e-mail address was 
on the list.

LISA: It’s a new address.

TRENT: What—what is this?

DANIELLE: What’s wrong? You set this up.

LISA: Not exactly. (pulls away) Danielle. I don’t know how you’re going to 
take this. (puts a hand on DANIELLE’s arm) Trent’s been screwing around 
behind your back.

DANIELLE: What? (hurt, surprised, to TRENT) Is that true?

TRENT (ABOUT TO CRY): I’m so sorry, Danielle.

DANIELLE: With who?
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LISA: With me. I’m sorry. I just found out about it today. I mean, I’ve had 
a sense for a few weeks that he was shady, that something was up, but I 
didn’t…I didn’t know for sure, and I had no idea it was you.

DANIELLE: Oh my…oh my God.

LISA: I’m glad to see you again. But, obviously, not under these circumstances. 
And—I’m out. There’s no fight here, he’s all yours if you want him.

DANIELLE: How did you meet?

LISA: I’m ABD, still, doing research, trying to work on the dissertation, and 
I’m waitressing, to pay off the loans. He started coming to the restaurant, 
tipping big. Once we got involved, though, he was hitting me up for money, 
like you, it sounds like.

TRENT: Now, look, you don’t have to be so bitter.

LISA: What, I’m not bitter, I’m just telling her. Anyhow, it was just fun for 
me. I hadn’t gotten laid in a while; he didn’t mean anything to me— 

TRENT: Lisa!

LISA: And if you can get past the “ick” factor at some point, I’d really like to 
just hang out again. I don’t have many friends here. (She roots around in her 
purse.) Let me give you my card.

DANIELLE (TO TRENT): Why were you sleeping with my friend?

TRENT: It just happened.

DANIELLE: Are you doing this with other people? Should I go to a gyno and 
get tested for diseases?

LISA: I’m clean. Or was, before I met him.

TRENT: There’s no one else. Honest.

DANIELLE: Honest? What does that word mean to you?

LISA: You know, he’s weak and a liar but he probably means well.

DANIELLE: I knew he was weak. I knew he sponged money; I didn’t know 
he was a liar.

LISA: No suspicions?

DANIELLE (THINKS FOR A BEAT): Maybe.

LISA: This is weird because, you know, at college, a couple of my boyfriends 
kind of had the hots for you. (to TRENT) I mean, why would you be chasing 
me when you’ve got her? She’s class and elegance and a bag of chips.

DANIELLE: Lisa, cut it out.

LISA: I’m totally serious. You gave the dorm style and pizazz, while the rest 
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of us were lying around in sweatpants and oversized t-shirts. (a beat) Are 
you okay?

DANIELLE: I think so.

LISA: You can do better, Danielle. I mean, I was already getting ready to 
ditch the dirtbag, because I think I can do better. In fact, I know I can. And 
if I can, then it’s a no-brainer that you—

TRENT: Lisa, just calm down!

LISA: I’m perfectly calm, Trent. (studies him) Is this not how you thought 
that this would go? What was your fantasy of this encounter like? Were we 
both supposed to start crying? Or start clawing each other to pieces in a great 
big cat-fight?

TRENT: I didn’t have any expectations. I was just being honest.

LISA: Or were you hoping that somehow, some way, we’d start making out 
in front of you, and the three of us would end up in bed together?

DANIELLE (GIGGLES): Oh, God. He does talk about that. How he thinks it 
would be interesting to “explore” a three-way.

LISA: Seriously? You know I love you, Danielle, but I think I’d rather just hit 
a bar with you instead. You wanna have a word with him alone?

DANIELLE (SHAKES HER HEAD NO): That’s okay. I can say it in front 
of you. (takes a step toward TRENT) Trent, listen, I knew you were kind of 
shallow, and callow, and—not quite what I’d hoped to find, but I was talking 
myself into—I hoped that, you know, the relationship would go deeper, and 
you’d start to go a little deeper. And—I don’t think that’s possible now.

TRENT: Don’t listen to her! Don’t let her get in the way of what we have.

DANIELLE: I didn’t. You did.

LISA: You go, girl. (Picks up her coat.) Where you living these days?

DANIELLE: In the Little River Village complex.

LISA: Yeah, he told me he knew this “introspective musician” who lived 
there.

DANIELLE: I guess that would be me.

LISA: What do you need at the music store?

DANIELLE: Clarinet reeds.

LISA: Some things don’t change. Do you get to hear his pompous lectures on 
what music should be in the modern world? Even with “all the instruments 
you play.”

DANIELLE: Um, yeah, I—yes, I have, actually.
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TRENT: What the hell is going on here?

LISA: Looks like we’re leaving.

TRENT: To make fun of me and bitch about me behind my back?

LISA: Well. To compare notes on you, a little, I guess. But we got other stuff 
to catch up on.

TRENT: Danielle!

DANIELLE (GOING TO HIM): Thank you, Trent. For giving me back an old 
friend. And for not wasting more of my time.

LISA: You ever been to Black Crow Bar?

DANIELLE: No, is it good?

LISA: Well, cheap red wine and not too loud.

(AS THEY HEAD OUT THE DOOR, TRENT, ANGRY, CALLS AFTER 
THEM:)

TRENT: Go rot in Hell! Both of you!

LISA (OFF STAGE, CALLS BACK TO HIM): Calm down, Trent.

(LIGHTS DOWN)
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MARY CHRISTINE DELEA

GORILLAS

         after a news item about the slaughter 
         of a gorilla family in Africa, the latest 
      in a series of such slaughters
 

Those of us always searching for a connection will only find mud and 
death, where we will stay, wordless. News stories showing all that 
blood leave nothing but a sense of betrayal, and its silence surrounds 
us, makes me scream.

You, of course, try and turn away.

Today, I want to force you to look, direct your eyes to what is already 
done. Your wringing hands. Your worried gasp. Your vague demand to 
do something. We wonder about the distance between us and them—
geography, DNA, weaponry. Our family tree shakes when the sobbing 
sounds reach it, a sorrow that writhes in pain. My noises are just spit 
and regret, always, after wallowing in the news.

Wilted weeds and bamboo shoots stained with blood. Bootprints where 
the hunters stood as they hacked the bodies. Those jungle photos taken 
in victory, shared to shame. I am weary but still I want you to see. I 
want to make magic that will turn the water of my tears to blood so we 
could make this personal.

Then we might do something.
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SANTUCCI

UNSPRUNG
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EXPOSED
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LOREN WALKER

THE TEAL OF UNSWIMMABLE WATER

Tires through puddles: sudden pops cut through silent winter, 
shimmers the ice into Dali landscapes, shakes loose the snow-rain 
granules frozen on the shore, rocks the waves stilled in mid-crest. 
The rest of this world is rolling: the driftwood yarn balls, tufts of 
aquamarine among the broken twigs, the restless doze of the ocean as 
it sighs. My finger-bones ache when standing at its edges, but oh the 
revelation of lungs sharpened by frigid gusts, how blood carries salt 
with pleasure in my blood, alone, oh yes, but I can still breathe.
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SUSANNA LANG

JUST A CUP OF COFFEE

You offer to make me an extra cup but the coffee overflows 
your press pot and I hear you fuss in the kitchen, Shit! 

like this was one more thing that shouldn’t have happened 
this year, one more failure when we couldn’t even count 

the sick much less save them, couldn’t bury the dead 
who shouldn’t have needed burial, not yet, whether they died 

alone in a hospital bed or under a policeman’s knee. So many 
shot or stifled. Front page photos of debris set on fire in Paris, 

Hong Kong, Portland, clouds of gas—could have been reports 
from the front lines of battle. Plenty of those, too, more dying 

just to shift a boundary a little farther this way or that, a little more 
to the north or south. We have lost our grasp of what might be worth 

dying for, what could possibly justify another’s death at our hands.
Here, I’ll mop up the spilled coffee. Maybe in the new year 

our coffee will stay in the pot where you poured it, maybe the flowers 
will stay in their beds rather than wander from the front yard to the back. 

Maybe we’ll find ourselves in a Paris café with nothing more on our minds 
than the espresso the garçon brings to our table with a smile 

we can actually see, no mask required. We’ll walk the sun-filled streets, 
no fires, no reason to set a fire, no tear gas or battles or policemen’s knees.
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CORDELIA HANEMANN

THE FOREST

you should lie down 
and remember the forest
remember the forest
for it is going
do not listen for the chainsaws

lie down : remember
for it is beautiful
except for the chainsaws
and the cement
everywhere : the cement

do not lie down on the cement
they will run you over
the cars the people eager
for the new cement : houses
there are no birds

lie down in the houses
and remember
how the birds sang
above the cars
that race : over the cement
tires screaming

lie down : try to shut out 
the screaming sounds
that shut out the sounds
of birds calling : birds 
answering : spring rising
rich sap in the trees
of the forest

lie down beneath a tree
close your eyes
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and remember
the songs of birds
in the forest

(for if you do not)
all you may hear is chainsaws
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CREATIVE NONFICTION

MARTHA GRAHAM WISEMAN

MY SOUTHERN 

My Southern speaks, mostly, through recollections of my mother’s voice 
and language. “Mostly,” because not every expression that calls to 

mind Southern speech and inflections is directly associated with her; some 
just put me in mind of her and her background and my time in the South. 
But many are hers. I got used to hearing words and phrases that I accepted 
as belonging to my mother’s own idiosyncratic vocabulary, as originally 
nurtured by the South, without wondering whether they were in anyone 
else’s dictionary.

A Southerner born and raised, my mother lived in or near New York City 
for many years, then moved back to the South. In New York, and especially 
while she was married to my father—most definitely not a Southerner—she 
tried to lose her accent. After she left the North, she gave up that effort, and 
this—her falling back into Southern rhythms, if in fact she’d ever let them 
go—is the sound I remember.

My Southern is hardly just mine, hardly just my mother’s. And so, it 
offers me a brief reprieve, a brief belonging. It reminds me what may be 
always both lost and found.

HANTS

“Don’t let the hant buggers get you,” my mother would say, just as some 
might say, “Don’t let the bedbugs bite.” As a child, I accepted “hant buggers” 
simply as one of my mother’s expressions, which, for a long time, I believed 
had no provenance other than her brain.  

When I eventually asked her—this question, like others, having waited 
years to emerge—what she meant by “hant buggers,” she said, “Whatever or 
whoever could hant you.” This did not clarify. “Hants,” she said, “are what 
hant you. Haunt you. You know.” Well, now I knew. And I learned that other 
Southerners spoke of “haints” (long a, in some cases very long), referring to 
ghosts, more or less. Neither my mother nor anyone in her family pronounced 
it that way. “Haints” stands alone, with its long, often diphthongal a; “hant 
buggers” is dactylically jarring.

One thing I understood well before she explained the word, or I paid 
attention to her phrase’s scansion: my mother was beset by hants. 
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THE GITTIN’ PLACE

“Where’d you get that?” I’d ask my mother, of some new bowl or scarf 
or vase, whatever it might be. And she’d shrug with a mischievously fake 
innocence, press her lips together so the edges turned down slightly, and 
say, “I got it at the gittin’ place” (major stress on “git”). She must have known 
this would irritate me no end. I’d say, knowing I would get no satisfaction, 
“Where?” And she’d repeat, “The gittin’ place. You know.” I didn’t. 

It wasn’t so much where in fact she’d snagged the bowl or whatnot; it 
mattered that she wouldn’t say, and refused with such pleasure. She managed 
to produce a similar effect on me when she’d respond to some concern of 
mine, “Oh, tant pis.” Same shrug, same air of aggravating indifference. 
Somehow the French expression seemed more targeted and frustrating than 
“Too bad” or, literally, “So much the worse.” She might well have learned 
“tant pis” from one of my seventh-grade French dialogues, which I probably 
practiced at home in those days when junior-high language students traipsed 
along to the audiovisual lab, donned bulky headphones, listened to a mini-
scene in French, repeated each line (“Écoutez et répétez”), and memorized 
the whole dialogue. My mother picked up the bits that appealed to her.

 I believe she especially liked “tant pis” for its tone of sophisticated 
dismissal. 

PURE-TEE

If you wanted to express a through-and-through, unadulterated 
condition, you used “pure-tee”: “Aunt Maud was pure-tee crazy.” “He is just 
pure-tee sweet.” “You are pure-tee driving me to distraction.” 

Forget other intensifiers. This adverbial spondee insists, ratifies, allows 
for no doubting. It is a notarizing part of speech. 

Once again, I was used to hearing this word and didn’t question its 
origins. Now, I have been questioning, but am hard put to find a clear answer. 
I cannot find “pure-tee” or “pure-T” much of anywhere, but the Dictionary 
of American Regional English lists “purdee,” though it doesn’t give a clue as 
to where the word came from. Some have speculated that the “dee” is “D,” 
short for, and more acceptable than, “damn” or “damned.” Others theorize 
that “puredee” is a variation of “pretty,” which would change the sense of 
the word as I know it. “Puredee” is in the Oxford English Dictionary, but 
with little reliable etymology, except the note that it is “U.S. regional (chiefly 
southern and south Midland)” and that its etymons include “pure, adj.,” and 
“D, n.” The entry does list “pure-T” as a possible variant form.

Which could be considered pure-tee confusing. 
PEA-TURKEY

I thought my mother was referencing a kind of not very smart fowl when 
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I heard her remark, “She didn’t say pea-turkey to me.” I knew she meant 
that the other person had refused, possibly rudely, to acknowledge her. If 
she wanted to know something, wanted a particular response, she would say 
something like, “He wouldn’t say pea-turkey about it.” Now, if somebody 
“doesn’t know pea-turkey,” then they—well, they didn’t know much of 
anything.

Turns out, a pea-turkey is not a bird at all, not even a dopey guinea hen. 
But the origin of the word is unclear. One internet source (is that really a 
source?) claims that you call turkeys—this must mean domestic turkeys, 
since calling wild turkeys is a whole other matter—with “pea-turkey,” just as 
I heard farmers in the Blue Ridge Mountains calling cows home with, “Soo, 
cow, soo, soo, soo.” 

Or maybe, since domesticated turkeys aren’t the sharpest tacks in the 
box or birds in the yard, they just don’t know pea-turkey about much of 
anything.

YOU WANT YOU SOME...

A girl of about eight or nine lived for a while with her grandmother next 
door to my mother in Carrboro, North Carolina. The grandmother had a 
healthy vegetable garden, and when I visited my mother, as soon as the girl 
saw me in the backyard, she would sidle up to the low fence separating the 
properties and start talking. She was clearly lonely. She began and ended her 
mostly one-sided conversations with, “You want you some beans?” Which I 
often did.

The construction is an emphatic one. Rhythmically, it combines two 
spondees (You want / you some) with a single stress (beans), or perhaps 
two iambs with the final stress. However the phrase is scanned, that last 
stress has an upward inflection. Grammatically, the second “you” could 
seem like the doubling of the subject, but I think it functions more as a kind 
of reflexive indirect object, accounting for two elisions as in, “[Do] you want 
some beans [for you[rself]]?” Or perhaps it should be considered the object 
of an infinitive: “[Do] you want [me to give] you some beans?” Or, perhaps 
again, the second “you” might be seen as a hybrid creature—a subject-object.

No matter what the case, the construction seems to me to express two 
possibilities at once: that of desiring and that of possessing. As in, you want 
’em, you can have ’em.  

DON’T YOU KNOW, DON’T YOU SEE

My grandmother, and my aunt Katty like her, habitually added one of 
two signature phrases to the end of a sentence: “Don’t you know,” or, “Don’t 
you see.” These were not questions. Or rather, the phrases turned statements 
into questions and immediately back again to statements, allowing that 
the listener must—don’t you?—already possess the information offered or 
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doesn’t know but most definitely should.
Either phrase, in my grandmother’s and Aunt Katty’s speech, worked 

as a dactyl, but I suppose some people might give a stress to the first and 
third word, with no stress on the middle word, “you,” which could become 
a glided-over “ya.” I’d guess that sometimes “Don’t you” could become 
“Doncha,” but that’s not what I remember hearing.

Whatever it is, you’d better know it. You’d better see it. Only stands to 
reason.

SWIVET

A swivet is, apparently, what I would get into as a child when anxiety 
got the better of me (as it often did). I dissolved into tears and found myself 
unable to make even the smallest decision. 

If I was teetering on the brink of this state, my mother would say, “Please 
don’t get yourself in a swivet over this.” She meant, of course, “Don’t get 
yourself so worked up.” But “in a swivet” is much more descriptive: can’t you 
just see someone swirling around in mind and body, beset, unable to settle? 
That was me.

I was sure that “swivet” was a word my mother had made up, but I’ve 
found it in several dictionaries. According to the OED, “swivet” refers to a 
state of agitation, fluster, or panic; it can also refer to being in a hurry, but 
that’s a usage I’ve never heard. My mother was in a hurry either to prevent a 
swivet or get me out of one.

HOORAH

My mother’s common plaint about me:  “Your hair,” she’d say, “looks 
like a hoorah’s nest.” This statement tended to follow another comment 
about my hair, which was long and auburn back then: “Your hair is your best 
feature, why on earth don’t you take care of it?” It’s hard for me to believe my 
hair was ever as stringy, matted, tangled, and ratted as her comparison to a 
weird bird’s nest would imply, but she excelled at certain exaggerations. In 
my mind, the spelling was “houra.” When I finally bothered to see if indeed 
my mother was solely responsible for the phrase, I discovered “hurrah’s 
nest” in both Merriam-Webster, which gives the “less common” variants as 
“hoorah’s” or ”hooraw’s nest,”  and the OED, according to which said nest is 
“a confused or disorderly mass; a state of confusion or disorder,” its usage 
limited to the U.S. The OED’s most recent example is from 1889. No sources 
completely agree on the etymology of the term; some, like me, suspect a 
hurray or hooraw to be an imaginary bird.

RUCK

“Every time you walk by, you ruck up the rug,” my mother would say. 
She was right: I did tend to stumble over the edge of one rug or another, 
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leaving it folded over itself or making the whole thing billow and bulge. My 
mother blamed my eyesight. She didn’t seem to consider the possibility that 
I wasn’t looking where I was going. Neither explanation makes total sense, 
since the rugs I rucked up were always in the same place (at least as long as 
we lived in one particular house or apartment, which was never more than 
two years). I’ve always maintained that I’m a little clumsy, and it’s true that 
my eye-body coordination, despite my training as a dancer, is askew. More 
likely—or should I say, more like—my mind was typically elsewhere, not on 
rugs or the hallway or the living room. 

The OED lists my mother’s use of “ruck” as the fourth verb entry: “to 
crease or wrinkle (fabric, clothing, etc.); to cause to form untidy folds or 
ridges. Frequently with up.” I particularly like the second synonym given: 
“snurp (c 1300).” I’m surprised my mother didn’t claim I’d snurped the rug. 
But then “ruck” and “rug” create such a nice alliteration and assonance, and 
“You ruck up the rug” falls into a rolling combination of anapest and iamb. 
Easy on the ears, if not on the decor.

MIGHT COULD

Most Southerners are familiar with, even well versed in, this lovely 
pairing of conditionals: a spondee, sometimes a trochee, that adds an extra 
lilt to a statement of possibility; a rhetorical figure that refers to a potential 
act and clings to the potential part, not the action; a hovering construction 
that squares a conditional. Whatever it is you might could do, it is both 
doubly possible and doubly unlikely.

Every day—to take a for instance—I list to myself what I might could do. 
The list itself fulfills the need to actually do any of the tasks. The contemplative 
stance—if list-making is a kind of contemplation—would seem to be calming, 
but instead, it elevates the heart rate and sinks the mood. The list of what I 
might could do is not a to-do list; it is much more, and much, much longer. 
It is tinged with regret: I might could, but I won’t.

My mother didn’t actually use “might could,” but the double auxiliary 
assuredly applies to our lives. She used to worry over my indecisiveness: how 
would I ever choose among the might coulds? She liked to tell me, though 
she swore she never criticized, that indecisiveness is the first sign of mental 
illness. Where she got this mordant tidbit was never clear, but she believed 
it was in fact informative and true. She might could have figured out that 
this often-repeated comment was unhelpful—but she didn’t. She left the 
figuring out in the unadmitted extra-conditional range, and she left me to 
stew. Which is where you’ll find me still.

VOICES

These comprise only a fraction of my Southern, words and phrases 
whose sound and rhythm bring the once-familiar back to me. Reanimate 
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voices now gone. Channel memory, soften it. Soothe, even. Yes, soothe, for 
a time.
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NICHOLAS KARAVATOS

KUSKUAM PILGRIMS #1
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LAST WOMAN ON EARTH
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ANDY PLATTNER

THE FIRE AT FIVE MILE DOWNS

When I was eight years old, there was a fire at the horse racing track 
across the river. We received a call about it, from someone who 

knew us. My mother came out to where my father and I were in the living 
room, watching Jerry Reed and she said, “Betty Beckmeyer says Five Mile 
is burning.” As if he were a fireman, my father scrambled up from his place 
on the sofa. But he wasn’t a fireman; he drove a Pepsi delivery truck in 
Bellevue. Without speaking, my mother and father went for the door and 
she motioned for me to come along. It seemed like one of those no-talking 
drills we practiced at school.  

We lived in a development of ranch houses and house trailers a mile 
from the river highway. My father had a ’67 Mercury Cyclone, light blue 
sides with a grey top, and we roared away in that. In those days, the closest 
bridge to the Ohio side was all the way in Newport. What he did was drive 
us down to a parking lot by the ferry landing. The lot was covered in chunky 
gravel and though the ferry wasn’t running at this time of night, there were 
other cars already there. The river’s dark green surface held rippling pieces 
of moonlight. Beyond it, we could see the blaze, burning white. I felt my 
stomach sink at that. My parents got out of the car, went to the fender of 
the Cyclone and I stood there with them. My father said, “That’s not the 
grandstand burning, you can see the silhouette. That’s the stables.” 

“Horses?” my mother said. 
“Yes,” he said. “That’s where they are.”
Word had spread, more cars pulled in, people arrived on foot. It was a 

Wednesday night and people had probably been doing what we’d been doing. 
My father loved Five Mile Park; every Saturday in the summer and fall, rain 
or shine, he went to the races. We’d all get in the Cyclone, drive down to 
where we were now and wait for the ferry. At the other side, they had an old 
school bus waiting for the passengers to take them the rest of the way. 

My father wasn’t stupid, he wasn’t some crazy-talking, dreamy gambler 
who knew he could hit it big. He was a two-buck player; maybe he’d go five if 
one of his favorite horses like Grand Time or Aqua Moon were running. My 
mother didn’t like the races at all, but she had one horse she liked to play, a 
gray filly named Claudia Romance, who she’d read about in the paper. If he 
bet more than he did, it probably would’ve ruined everything. Anyhow, my 
mother did the books for the family, kept track of the bills, and wrote the 
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checks. He paid his share; there was never a word of argument about that.  
A woman standing by herself, maybe ten yards from us, said to no one 

in particular, “I hope that old dump burns to the ground.” She wore shorts, 
had a cigarette going. 

When my mother walked in the woman’s direction, my father said, 
“Stephanie.” But she didn’t stop. My mother went to that woman and began 
to talk to her; I couldn’t hear what she said, and I waited for a big argument 
to break out. My mother gestured in the direction of my father at one point 
and I thought she said something about “working hard.” A moment later, 
she returned to us. 

The three of us were looking in the direction of the fire and my heart was 
beating hard. You could smell the smoke all the way over here. The woman 
said, “Go to hell, all of you.” She headed away from us, back for the road. She 
must’ve been one of the people who’d come on foot.

“See the firetrucks?” my father said, in my direction. “See the red lights? 
Those horses … I hope they just let ‘em out, let ‘em run away.” The tips of the 
flames looked cherry and orange. We watched for a long time. Ours was one 
of the last cars to leave the ferry lot. We didn’t go until it seemed like the fire 
had lessened. 

We all stayed up to watch the news that night. My bedtime was two hours 
earlier and it was like I wasn’t there or I wasn’t eight years old. The track fire 
was the headline story on the Cincinnati channel; it said four barns burned 
to the ground. Some horses had been trapped in their barns and died. Others 
had somehow escaped or been set free by their grooms. A few had been seen 
running down the highway that ran outside the track grounds. 

They canceled the races for a couple of days after that. My father went 
to work, and it was summertime, so I didn’t have to go to school. In the 
summer, my mother took in laundry and babysat for a couple of families who 
lived up in Highlands. They brought their kids down to our house. There was 
a little pond at the back of our development and the other kids and I would 
go fishing. My mother would carry a fold-out chair, set it twenty yards from 
us, pop a sky-blue can of Fresca. We had a basketball goal at the end of our 
driveway. She taught us how to shoot hook shots, free throws. We’d go over 
techniques until she could tell the visiting kids were bored with it. 

The evening after the fire, at dinner my father told us he’d heard one 
horse had died crashing through a car windshield. I wound up having 
a nightmare about that, and in my nightmare, a horse crashed through a 
windshield over and over. I was inside the car when it happened; the horse’s 
legs were bleeding, the hooves pawing at me. She might’ve asked him to 
watch his talk, because at breakfast the following morning he didn’t mention 
the fire or the racetrack. He might’ve figured it out for himself.  

That night, after I went to bed, I could hear my parents having sex in 
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their bedroom. There was no way not to hear this. I had the vaguest idea of 
what was going on. I never asked them about it. They did it on other nights, 
but always on Friday nights, you could set your Timex to that. The TV was 
switched off early, the door to their room closed. Trampoline-time. No talk 
afterward. On Saturday mornings, everything seemed pretty good, that was 
another reason for not asking a lot of questions. The three of us had breakfast 
together and my father would look at the day’s entries for the races and talk 
about horses he knew. He would get dressed for the races, put on his street 
shoes, best blue jeans; she always ironed a shirt for him. He had this old pair 
of binoculars, with chipped black paint around the barrels. 

We’d head down for the ferry in that Cyclone, a car he kept for many 
years. The car didn’t get used a ton; probably because he did so much driving 
while on the job for Pepsi. Anyway, we’d get to the lot, and look out to the 
river to find the ferry. That’s what it did all day, go back and forth across the 
river. When we’d pull onto the lot and the ferry was just departing, I could 
feel my father’s disappointment. 

The ferry had white sides with red trim and at the bow there was a ramp 
that could be lowered to let people off, bring them on. It had been in the 
war; an amphibious patrol ship, built to go right up on a beach and release 
soldiers. When it had been converted into a ferry, they’d built a cabin on the 
deck, so passengers could stay out of the sun and rain. Before I was born, the 
ferry had been crashed into by a barge carrying coal up the Ohio. Two of the 
passengers died and there had been settlements with the coal company. The 
ferry had been fixed and had run without incident ever since. My father was 
the source of all ferry-related information, and what I had to go on was what 
he said. I was too young to ride the ferry and attend the races myself; both 
my parents had told me that. Though I learned later this was not necessarily 
the truth. 

That Saturday morning, we sat in the car with the windows rolled down; 
it was a warm morning, and the air conditioner wasn’t worth five cents. I 
stuck my head out the window to see if I could detect any smoke. You 
couldn’t tell that the barns were missing, not from here. We could see that 
the ferry was at the other side of the river, the school bus waiting up on the 
little hillside. The horseplayers were walking up the embankment. The sky 
was pale blue, yellowish at the edges and at the horizon. My father, his mind 
on the races, asked what we were going to do today, and my mother said that 
she and I would work on the yard, watch the Reds on TV. He said that when 
he got back, we’d do something great. The ferry was heading in our direction 
now; he said to me, “You look after your mother,” like he was going to be 
going away for a lot longer. The river was shining like steel; when the ferry 
was still hundreds of yards from the landing, my father got out of the car and 
walked over there. He was excited, but you had to know him to realize it. 
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This happened every Saturday. 
He walked up the ramp of the ferry with the other horseplayers, most 

of which were like him, guys by themselves. There’d be an older couple. The 
ramp rolled upward, and the ferry backed out into the deeper water. Only 
after it turned and aimed for the far side did my mother start the Cyclone. 

We returned later that afternoon. Sometimes he stayed for the race after 
the feature and when he did this, she and I would sit there for a half-hour, 
or even longer. Every so often, the sky would become ash-colored and the 
rain would begin to fall and it would look dramatic, the little ferry traveling 
across the river in the middle of all that. 

That Saturday, the weather was beautiful. We had the windows down 
in the Cyclone and we listened to the sound of the little waves tapping on 
the gravel at the shoreline. When a breeze came along, we could hear the 
rustling of the leaves from the thick cluster of trees beyond the edge of the 
lot. I watched the surface of the river for any disturbances brought on by 
monster-sized carp or catfish. I told her about my nightmare of the horse 
crashing through the car windshield. She said she’d had one like that, too. 
She said not to worry, it was part of life. Nightmares and dreams, they came 
and they went. Nightmare-dream, nightmare-dream. “Okay?” she said. We 
could see the ferry was heading in our direction. 

Right before the ramp went down, she started the car. She said, “Let’s 
hope he had some winners today.”

She was right; it was always a little better when he did. 
At dinner that night, my father talked about what he’d seen, he couldn’t 

help himself. From the grandstand, he had a view that went all the way to 
the stables. “Burned flat to the ground,” he said. “Rubble now … they still 
had some good races today, though,” he said. “I had the double.” He stopped 
because my mother looked unhappy. Everybody was trying to do what they 
usually did. He snapped. He said, “How about some basketball after dinner?”  

That’s what we did, that’s what we liked to do, shoot a few baskets if the 
weather was agreeable. My mother and father weren’t even thirty years old 
then; they were young, not terrifically competitive with one another. In high 
school, my father had been a scrub, but she’d been a starter, a point guard 
with a good eye, all-county honorable mention. When they played one-on-
one, she’d drive for the goal, go right by him. He was a bit lead-footed and 
his job had stiffened up his back some.  

After a while, he and I were sitting on the steps that led to our back door 
and she was shooting free throws. It was getting dark. “Ready?” he said to 
her.  

“I’ll be in, I promise,” she said. We went inside to the kitchen. We could 
hear the three dribbles, then the twick, the sound of the ball snapping the 
twine. It turned dark, pitch black. He sat at the kitchen table with a cup of 
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coffee. 
I said to him, “Dad.” 
“She’ll be in,” he said.  
Three dribbles, twick. Three dribbles, twick. My mother had told me 

once that if you practiced anything enough, you could do it blindfolded. 
It was pretty incredible. 
“You should’ve seen her,” he said.  
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JEANNE RANA

FINGERPRINTS

    “The light on your fingertips is starlight.” 
 - Michael McClure

your fingerprints
are swirls of
stars moving
in a slow spiral

your fingerprints
on a kitchen glass
a record of
galaxies

the light in
your fingertips is
foxfire
fireflies
the northern lights

and your touch
electric

you trace the path
from my ear to my collarbone
the Milky Way appears
in the curve
of my neck
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GLEN ARMSTRONG

HOUSE OF INDIA #2

It is neither sufficient nor inaccurate to think of the House of India 
as a place accessed through dreams. I take off my clothes and dive for 
pearls. I settle for shells and return to breath’s hypnotic rhythm. 

The surface seems unsealed at first. Gulls and flying fish come and go, 
though, as they please. Naked divers, naked dreamers. The waitress 
sweeps up shells.

We must get beyond this need for kings and queens. The sea’s violent 
tantrums must keep us content.

It is not sufficient to describe a drowning witnessed by a girl. What 
cools in her mouth? Not a prayer, not a list of available beverages. We 
have added too much. No one tastes the water.
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HANNAH JANE WEBER

MOUSE

the mouse slipped into
a small sidewalk crack just like 
another raindrop
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versity of Massachusetts, Amherst, and edits a poetry journal called Cruel 
Garters. He has three current books of poems: Invisible Histories, The 
New Vaudeville, and Midsummer. His work has appeared in Poetry North-
west, Conduit, and The Cream City Review.

Poetry, music, voiceover, and video by the creative team of 
Bett Butler and Joël Dilley have appeared in Weave, Feather-
tale, AM, and other print and online journals in the U.S. and Canada. They 
spend their time cloistered in the studio with their canine muse, Mingus, 
at Mandala Music Production in San Antonio and produce original music 
licensed by HBO, Discovery Channel, and more.

Abby Caplin is a poet and physician in San Francisco, CA. Her poems 
have appeared in AGNI, Catamaran, Manhattanville Review, Midwest 
Quarterly, Salt Hill, The Southampton Review, Tikkun, etc. She was a 
finalist for the Rash Award in Poetry, a semi-finalist for the Willow Run 
Poetry Book Award, a finalist for the Anna Davidson Rosenberg Poetry 
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Award, a winner of the Soul-Making Keats Literary Competition, and a 
nominee for Best New Poets. abbycaplin.com

Mary Christine Delea has lived all over the United States, includ-
ing three places in Mississippi: Hattiesburg, Batesville, and Biloxi. She now 
lives in Oregon. A former university professor, Delea currently volunteers 
for various organizations while also finding time to make beaded jewelry, 
quilts, headdresses, and amulet bags. She is the author of one full-length 
collection of poems, The Skeleton Holding Up the Sky, and three chap-
books. She has an extensive collection of signed poetry books. Her website/
blog is mchristinedelea.com

As a career diplomat, Lawrence F. Farrar served multiple tours 
in Japan, as well as Norway, Germany, and Washington, DC. Short-term 
assignments took him to more than 30 countries. His work has appeared in 
literary magazines around 75 times, with recent publications in Main Street 
Rag, Haunted Waters, Evening Street Review, and Blue Lake Review. Not 
surprisingly, many of his stories have a Japanese setting or connection. He 
is especially drawn to stories of people who find themselves running up 
against the norms of a foreign society. Farrar and his wife, Keiko, live in 
Minnesota, where he is a member of the Loft Literary Center.

GJ Gillespie is a collage artist living in a 1928 Tutor Revival farmhouse 
overlooking Oak Harbor on Whidbey Island, north of Seattle. In addition 
to natural beauty, he is inspired by art history— especially mid-century 
abstract expressionism. The Northwest Mystics, who produced haunting 
images from this region 60 years ago, are favorites. Winner of 18 awards, 
his art has appeared in 54 shows in Washington State, British Columbia, 
and Mississippi, and publications Mid American Review, Beyond Words 
Literary Magazine, Envision Arts Magazine, and others. When he is not 
making art, he manages the company he founded, Leda Art Supply. 
gjgillespieartistic.com

Cordelia Hanemann lives in Raleigh, North Carolina, where she 
writes, paints, and gardens. The world speaks, and she listens and ponders 
it all. She enjoys the play of words, the play of notes and phrases in music, 
and the intricacies of line and shape in painting. As a botanical illustrator, 
she treasures gardening—another creative ordering of the world, making 
a place to stand and grow. Retired professor emerita, she has published in 
Atlanta Review, Southwestern Review, Laurel Review, anthologies, and 
her chapbook. Her poems have won awards and were nominated for Push-
cart Prizes. She is working on a novel about her roots in Cajun Louisiana.
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Michael Hill’s poems have appeared in Spillway, Whitefish Review, 
Tilde, The Flyfish Journal, Plainsongs, and many other fine publications. 
His debut chapbook collection, Junk Drawer, was published by Kelsay 
Books in 2021. He grew up in Western Wisconsin and spent meaningful 
stretches in Texas and Washington before settling in Northern Colorado. 
He lives with his wife Katheryn, their children Sawyer and Harmony, and 
their dogs Harold and River.

Janis Butler Holm has served as Associate Editor for Wide Angle, 
the film journal, and currently works as a writer and editor in sunny Los 
Angeles. Her prose, poems, and performance pieces have appeared in 
small-press, national, and international magazines. Her plays have been 
produced in the U.S., Canada, and the U.K.

Sandra Hosking’s plays have been performed across the U.S. and 
internationally, including the Last Frontier Theatre Conference, the Sam-
uel French Off Off Broadway Short Play Festival, the American Globe’s 
15-minute play festival in New York, Buffalo Laboratory Theatre, Chicago’s 
Gorilla Tango, and more. A champion of new works, she is the founder of 
Play-Makers Spokane and formerly a resident playwright at Stage Left The-
atre and Spokane Civic Theatre. A Dramatists Guild of America member, 
she holds an M.F.A. in theatre from the University of Idaho and an M.F.A. 
in creative writing from Eastern Washington University.

During the 1970s, Mark Hurtubise published numerous works, then 
came family, teaching, two college presidencies, and CEO of a communi-
ty foundation. After a four-decade hiatus, he is creating from the Pacific 
Northwest like a pregnant bird. Within the past four years, his poetry, 
nonfiction, microfiction, essays, and photography have appeared in Apric-
ity, 50 Give or Take, Star 82, Deep Overstock, pacificREVIEW, Modern 
Haiku, Grub Street, Humana Obscura, Burningword, Aji, Too Well Away, 
Wayne Review, Montana Mouthful, december, Stanford Social Innovation 
Review, University of San Francisco, Alum News, Interview, MonoVisions 
Photography, and Honorable Mention Awards (2020 & 2021).

Now gleefully retired from a career as an antiques and art dealer, K. L. 
Johnston realized an interest in photography in 2014 when her first 
published photos appeared in SC ETV Endowment’s in-house magazine, 
Scene. She has since published in numerous small magazines, such as Pen-
sive, Burningword, and Wild Roof. She relies on serendipity and takes her 
camera with her wherever she goes. Other interests include horticulture, 
historiography, and writing poetry. She believes that the great beauty of life 
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is that it’s multi-faceted and waiting patiently for us to open our eyes and 
take notice of every unique moment.

Until recently, Nicholas Karavatos was an assistant professor of 
poetics at the Arab American University of Palestine, Jenin in The West 
Bank. In 2018, he was an Ambassador’s Distinguished Scholar to Ethiopia 
at Bahir Dar University.

Karen Kilcup was raised on a farm in laconic New England. She grew 
up among the tradesmen hired by her unusual mother, who built and 
sold homes “designed by a woman for women.” A teacher and writer for 
over forty years, Karen is the Elizabeth Rosenthal Professor of American 
Literature, Environmental & Sustainability Studies, and Women’s, Gen-
der, & Sexuality Studies at UNC Greensboro. Her academic publications 
include Who Killed American Poetry?: From National Obsession to Elite 
Possession. She has recently started submitting poems for publication and 
has several published or forthcoming. Having recently surmounted another 
birthday—with an unnervingly high number— she’s looking back.

Laura King holds a Master of Divinity degree from Union Theological 
Seminary in New York City and is in the MFA program for Creative Writing 
at the Rainier Writing Workshop in Tacoma, Washington. Her work has 
appeared in Neologism Journal, The Opiate Magazine, Modern Haiku, 
and The Los Angeles Times. She lives in Sacramento, California, where she 
is a hospital chaplain. She lives with her husband, teenage daughter, two 
naughty dogs, and a good kitty. She’s passionate about not turning away 
from pain and believes in miracles.

Eight of Judy Klass’ full-length plays have been produced on stage, 
and 36 of her one-act plays, including The Other Woman. Her full-length 
play Cell was published by Samuel French/Concord. Her full-length play 
Country Fried Murder won the S.O.P.S. competition, was produced at the 
Shawnee Playhouse in Pennsylvania, and recently had a new production as 
a podcast/Zoom recording with Quarantine Players. Two of her short plays 
are on The Shelter Plays website. Judy is from NYC/NJ, and now she lives 
in Nashville, Tennessee, writes songs, and teaches at Vanderbilt University. 
There is more about her at www.judyklass.com.

Susanna Lang’s e-chapbook, Among Other Stones: Conversations 
with Yves Bonnefoy, was released by Mudlark in June 2021. Her transla-
tion of Baalbek by Nohad Salameh is forthcoming from Atelier du Grand 
Tétras. Her third full-length collection of poems, Travel Notes from the 
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River Styx, was published in 2017 by Terrapin Books. Her poems and 
translations have appeared in Prairie Schooner, december, Delos, The Lit-
erary Review, American Life in Poetry, and The Slowdown. Her transla-
tions of poetry by Yves Bonnefoy include Words in Stone and The Origin of 
Language, and she is working with Souad Labbize on new translations.

Serge Lecomte was born in Belgium and emigrated to Brooklyn 
in 1960. After high school, he became a medic in the Air Force, earned a 
Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University in Russian Literature, worked as a Green 
Beret language instructor, and received a B.A. in Spanish Literature from 
the University of Alaska where he taught from 1978-1997. He built houses, 
worked as a pipefitter, orderly, landscaper, driller, and bartender. He’s also 
a published poet, novelist, playwright, and artist. His paintings have ap-
peared in Maintenant 15, Toho, The Brooklyn Review, etc. He now resides 
in Bellingham, WA, with his partner, Denise Lassaw.

Linda Malnack is a poet and office manager living in Seattle with two 
sons, a cat, a dog, and two geckos. She earned a B.A. in English, Creative 
Writing at the University of Washington and has published two poetry 
chapbooks, 21 Boxes (dancing girl press) and Bone Beads (Paper Boat 
Press). Linda’s poetry appears in Prairie Schooner, the Seattle Review, 
Amherst Review, Southern Humanities Review, Blackbird, and elsewhere. 
She was a long-time Co-editor for the online poetry journal Switched-on 
Gutenberg and is currently an Assistant Poetry Editor for Crab Creek Re-
view.

Christian McCulloch (‘WART’) is a prolific short-story writer with 
a background in Fine Art. He’s been an international teacher in British 
West Indies, Singapore (Principal), Japan, and Hong Kong, and has ten 
years in Special Needs education in the U.K. After 30 years in the Far East, 
he returned to the U.K. and lives and creates in London. His stories have 
appeared in many modest but worthy magazines. ‘WART’s artwork has 
been published in Assure Press, eris & eros, Sand Hills, Gulf Stream, Wild 
Roof Journal, William & Mary Review, Beyond Words, Iris Literary Jour-
nal (Assure Press), and Ariel Publishing. 

Daniel Edward Moore lives in Washington on Whidbey Island. 
His work as a Registered Sleep Technologist is the context for this poem, 
which means professionally he helps people sleep, but poetically he wants 
to wake you up. His poems are forthcoming in The Bitter Oleander, Blue 
Mountain Review, Drunk Monkeys Magazine, Lily Poetry Review, The 
Adirondack Review, Sleet, Book of Matches, and The Cape Rock. He is the 
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author of Waxing the Dents (Brick Road Poetry Press), and his recent book, 
Psalmania, was a finalist for the Four Way Books Levis Prize in Poetry.

Chris Neilan is an award-winning author, screenwriter, and filmmak-
er. He was shortlisted for the 2016 Sundance Screenwriters Lab and the 
2021 Sundance Development Track, awarded 2nd place for Short Fiction 
in the 2017 Bridport Prize, shortlisted for the 2020 Aurora Prize and the 
2021 Bridport Prize, and nominated for the 2021 Pushcart Prize, the 2021 
Shirley Jackson Awards, and the 2021 Best Small Fictions anthology. His 
first collection, Stellify, will be published by Broken Sleep Books in the UK 
in January 2022. He is completing a Ph.D. in creative writing at Manches-
ter Metropolitan University, where he also teaches.

Nathanael O’Reilly is an Irish-Australian poet residing in Texas. 
His books include Boulevard (Beir Bua Press, 2021), (Un)belonging (Re-
cent Work Press, 2020), BLUE (above/ground press, 2020), Preparations 
for Departure (UWAP, 2017), Distance (Ginninderra Press, 2015), Sub-
urban Exile (Picaro Press, 2011), and Symptoms of Homesickness (Picaro 
Press, 2010). His poetry has appeared in journals & anthologies published 
in fourteen countries, including Anthropocene, Cordite Poetry Review, The 
Elevation Review, In Parentheses: New Modernisms, Mascara Literary 
Review, The Quarantine Review, Skylight 47, and Westerly. He is the 
poetry editor for Antipodes: A Global Journal of Australian/New Zealand 
Literature.

L.P. Patterson’s writing in criticism and poetry has appeared in 
Ephemera Journal of Theatre and Performance Studies, Palaver Journal, 
Foothill Poetry Journal, The Columbia Review, and F(r)iction. His play-
writing work has been a finalist with Baltic Writing Residencies. Born and 
raised in Miami, Florida, he lives with his wife in Santa Clara, California, 
while teaching at San José State University.

Andy Plattner is a graduate of the Center for Writers at the Univer-
sity of Southern Mississippi. He currently lives in Atlanta, Georgia, and 
teaches world literature and fiction writing at Kennesaw State University. 
He has published four books of literary fiction. His stories have appeared in 
The Southern Review, Mississippi Review, The Literary Review, Shenan-
doah, Paris Review, Fiction, Yalobusha Review, Whiskey Island Review, 
Northwest Review, Jabberwock Review, and New World Writing. A forth-
coming story collection, Tower, will be published by Mercer University 
Press in the Spring of 2022. 
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Annie Przypyszny is a student at American University, majoring in 
Creative Writing. She is also the Assistant Poetry Editor at The Adirondack 
Review. Her poetry has been published in 30 North, AmLit, Pacifica Liter-
ary Review, ANGLES, and is forthcoming in North Dakota Quarterly. She 
is thankful for the people in her life who support her in her writing, and her 
beloved cats, Oz and Minnie Mouse.

Jeanne Rana is a native Californian who lives close to San Francisco 
Bay. She has been published in Fresh Rain, Marin Poetry Center Anthol-
ogy, Feather River Bulletin, Earth’s Daughters, Edison Literary Review, 
Flights, and Paterson Literary Review. She received a Poets & Writers 
grant for her performance and workshop in 2019 for the Plumas Arts Coun-
cil in Quincy, CA. Jeanne sings in the Oakland Unitarian Church choir and 
runs a Universal Sufi center with her husband in Alameda.

Santucci is a writer and artist from Cleveland, OH. His current work 
focuses on collaging photographs of industrial landscapes with found or 
erasure poetry. The source materials for these collages are from photos 
taken by Santucci and the report The Lordstown Motors Mirage: Fake 
Orders, Undisclosed Production Hurdles, and a Prototype Inferno.

Tanya E. E. E. Schmid of the Taste Life Twice Writers was a Doctor 
of Oriental Medicine until 2014, when she started a permaculture farm. 
Her work has appeared in Valparaiso Fiction Review, Sky Island Journal, 
Canary Literary Magazine, Whistling Shade, Flash Fiction Magazine, and 
others. Tanya was a finalist in Ruminate’s The Waking Flash Contest and 
long-listed in Pulp Literature’s 2021 Flash Fiction Contest. Her work has 
appeared in Poet’s Choice Global Warming Anthology and Quillkeeper’s 
Summer Solstice Anthology 2021. She is a teacher of Kyudo (Zen archery) 
and the author of Tanya’s Collection of Zen Stories.

Paul Smith is a civil engineer from Chicago who has worked in the con-
struction racket for many years. He has traveled all over the place and met 
many people, some of whom have enriched his life. He likes writing poetry 
and fiction. He also likes Newcastle Brown Ale. If you see him, buy him 
one. His poetry and fiction have been published in Convergence, Missouri 
Review, Literary Orphans, and other lit mags.

Bryan Starchman is an author and educator living in San Francisco, 
California. His plays have been produced over 3000 times in all 50 states 
and 12 countries. In the past year, his short fiction appeared in The Satur-
day Evening Post and the literary journals After Dinner Conversation, In 
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Parentheses, Scribble, Apricity, The Write City Magazine, Some Scripts, 
The Olive Tree Review, New Plains Review, Avalon Literary Review, The 
Good Life Review, Flash Fiction Magazine, The Fox Paw, 100 Word Story, 
and Litro. Learn more about Bryan at www.bryanstarchman.com, or follow 
him on Instagram @bryan.starchman.

Saramanda Swigart is thrilled to be writing fiction (almost) full-
time after years of writing ad copy and corporate literature. She has lived 
and worked in Italy, New York, San Francisco, and Dubai. She has an MFA 
from Columbia University, with a supplementary degree in literary trans-
lation. Her short work, essays, and poetry have appeared in Oxford Mag-
azine, Superstition Review, The Alembic, Fogged Clarity, Ghost Town, 
The Saranac Review, and Euphony, to name a few. She has been teaching 
literature, creative writing, argumentative writing, and critical thinking at 
City College of San Francisco since 2014.

Originally from Ontario, Canada, Loren Walker is a Pushcart Prize 
nominee. Her poems have appeared in Hive Avenue Literary Journal, 
QU Journal, the West Texas Literary Review, Perch Magazine, Sugared 
Water, and others. She has self-published two chapbooks: dislocation and 
strong water, and her micro-chapbook neverheart was published by danc-
ing girl press in 2021. Loren is the author of award-winning fantasy and 
science-fiction novels, a linocut printmaker, and an embroidery artist. She 
lives in Providence, Rhode Island.

Hannah Jane Weber’s poetry has been published in I-70 Re-
view, Kansas City Voices, The Poeming Pigeon, The Seattle Star, and 
Wrath-Bearing Tree, and she is a recipient of the Dylan Thomas American 
Poet Prize. Hannah Jane is a children’s librarian and tennis enthusiast. She 
lives with her husband and their golden retrievers.

A Welsh exile, Roddy Williams now lives in London with his husband 
and one cat. His poetry has appeared in The North, The Frogmore Pa-
pers, Magma, Stand, The Rialto, Envoi, and the Great Weather for Media 
anthology Escape Wheel. He was a past winner of the Bruce Brown Poetry 
Trophy and was shortlisted for the Bridport Prize. He has had two plays 
performed in London, is currently working on his first novel, and is a keen 
surrealist photographer, printmaker, and portrait painter.

Martha Graham Wiseman grew up in both New York and North 
Carolina. She studied acting, had a brief career as a dancer and chore-
ographer, and worked as an editor in New York City. She retired in May 
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2020 from her position teaching English and directing the writing center 
at Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, NY, where she now lives. She has 
published poetry and fiction; recently, she has focused primarily on per-
sonal essays. The Georgia Review has published four essays of hers, the 
latest in Fall 2019, and her prize-winning short memoir appears in the Fish 
Anthology 2021.

A native Texan, Thelma Zirkelbach lives in Houston. She began her 
writing career as a romance author with Harlequin. She has also published 
personal essay, flash nonfiction, poetry and a memoir titled, Stumbling 
Through the Dark. Retired after a fifty-year career as a speech-language 
pathologist, she now writes full time. She leads a writing group for women 
transitioning from prison and teaches courses on writing legacy letters. She 
enjoys traveling and hopes to resume when the pandemic is over. She is an 
avid Scrabble and Mah Jongg player. She shares her home with Cassie, a 
demanding and clever tuxedo cat.

Kim Zumpfe is a Los Angeles artist, writer, and educator. Zumpfe has 
exhibited nationally and internationally, including Los Angeles Contem-
porary Exhibitions, DiverseWorks Houston, Gallery TPW Toronto, Mexi-
Cali Biennial, Audain Gallery Vancouver, CSUF Grand Central Art Center, 
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, Human Resources Los Angeles, 
and the Bangkok Biennial MAHA Pavilion. Recognitions include the CAA 
Committee on Women in the Arts Best in International Feminist Art and 
Scholarship, the Top Individual Artist Award from the Santo Foundation, 
and Artforum’s Critic Picks. Zumpfe speculates strange daily occurrenc-
es, built environments, geology, frenzy, listening, transgenerational epi-
genetics, metaphysical ontologies, and multiple universes.
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